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High Average Is
Reported, Type
35 Opening Sale

Nixon And Pompidou Discuss
Money Crisis At Summit Talks

White House Press Secretary rulers often used it in days
By HELEN THOMAS
ANGRA DO HEROISM°, Ronald L. Ziegler said the gone by when they visited the
Azores (UPI)—In an 18th initial meeting included Nixon's islands. It is called the Junta
century building that once report on his forthcoming trips Geral.
Tough bargaining was anticihoused Portuguese kings, Pres- but no details were given.
While Nixon and Pompidou pated over the international
gave French
ident Nixon
President George Pompidou conferred for 2 hours, 35 money crisis in particular.
today an outline of what he minutes in their first session, In addition, French officials
An average of $44.30 per The allotment for this type of
hopes to achieve in visits early with only interpreters with said Pompidou wanted to
hundred pounds was reported for tobacco in Callowa.) County is
next year to Peking and them, their principal financial discuss the differing views
the opening sale of Type 35, one 150.71 acres, but the total number
and foreign policy advisers met between Washington and Paris
Moscow.
sucker tobacco, on the Murray of acres planted here in 1972 were
That ostensibly was the main separately in the world money over the possibility of an allmarket on Friday, according to 95.95 acres, according to the
Europe security conference and
purpose of this conference in crisis.
011ie Barnett, reporter for the County ASC committee, 011ie
and the possibility of mutual EastNixon
said
the Atlantic between the two Ziegler
Hall, chairman.
local floors.
leaders—one of a series Nixon Pompidou postponed their own West troop reductions.
The four Murray floors, The opening date of the sales
is having with Allied leaders discussions of monetary prob- Pomp'wou arrived at the
Doran's, Farris, Growers, and for type 23, dark fired tobacco, on
lems until later in the day.
Junte Gera] about one minute
over a period of a month.
Planters sold 87,218 pounds for a the Murray Market has not been
Nixon and Pompidou put off The Nixon-Pompidou meet- ahead of Nixon. The Portuguese
total volume of $38,636.00, Bar- set as yet, but it is usaully about
until later meetings in the ings—including a late afternoon government coordinated the
nett said, &s,Vittairsuld as the„,are slap rnawn-?ziallieek in
Mimed by e.:Vailsev" imp,- motorcades
high as $60 to $62 on the opening January.
4641.4ht, PP4.,"Pt
The ASC committee said
ITiesday, a' discussion of the tonight and a final, two-hour nearly simultaneous arrival.
day.
Spectators Wave Flags
thornier problems created by meeting Tuesday morning—took
This average was $4.62 higher 1786.77 acres of type 23 tobacco
new U.S. economic policies place in the old General Nixon, standing up in his
than the opening day average on were planted in Calloway County
Assembly building in the center bubble-top limousine, waved at
announced by Nixon Aug. 15.
December 11, 1970, according to this year, but that the allotment
of Angra, capital of the several thousand townspeople
Type 23
figures released by the offices of was 2802.04 acres.
Portuguese Azores. Portuguese which lined his motorcade route
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco tobacco is one of the larger cash
through the twisting cobblestone
'pa of the farmers in th,is area.
Growers Association.
streets.
Another sale is planiad but Burley sales have been held in
WINTER CONCERT IS TUESDI‘, Prof. W. Shahan sill dir.-et the Murray State Wind Sin- today or Tuesday.
The onlookers waved U.S
surrounding market, but there is
fordetta along with the Sympbow H..d at the 480 annual Winter Band Concert at the University
French and Portuguese flags.
no market for burley in Calloway
Pompidou, dressed in a black Auditorium Tuesday night.
County. The quota for burley in
suit, and Nixon in his familiar
Calloway County is 439,261
slate grey, shook hands in the
pounds as determined in March
courtyard of the Junta Geral as
1972, according to the County ASC
photographers shouted in three
committee.
Two Hazel women, Mrs. Myrtle languages.
President foresees no amnesty
W. White, 62, and Mrs. Olga
Joe Dale Beane who had been
have
who
to any of the young men
Freman, 70, were injured in a
reported missing on Friday night
fled the United States to avoid traffic accident Friday at 11:45
Murray State University's 4lith and
Symphonic was found Saturday about 11:15
The
fighting in a war they consider to a.m. at the intersection of U.S. 62
Band
annual
Winter
program p.m. at the Palace Restaurant at
the
Concert—a
during
Band
be immoral.
and 68, 4.6 miles east of Paducah.
campus tradition that originated presented each year by the Five Points.
clo
Four other persons were injured
The Murray Police Depart- stolen
were
thing
of
items
Several
of
window
the show
Actually this is the only stand in the accicient.
from
A two car collision was in- during the school's first music department at Murray
ment was notified by an em- the Corn-Austin Company on the
for
academic
scheduled
is
year—
State.
he could take and still keep faith
Mrs. White is listed in vestigated Saturday at 9:31 p.m. the university
auditorium at
Appearing as the guest soloist ployee of the restaurant that north side of the court square last
with the thousands of young men satisfactory condition at Western by the Murray Police Depart14.
Dec.
p.m.
Tuesday,
the sinfonietta will be young Beane was in the business night about eleven o'clock.
with
who have served their nation.
on
listed
Baptist Hospital in Paducah with ment. No injuries were
W
of
Paul
Shahan,
director
E. McGuffey, trumpet place.
Patrick
The glass in the window was
facial the report.
ribs
and
broken
Beane, age eleven, was broken causing the burglar Mrs. Doris Cella, Calloway
Oh, the Joys of Christmas. All lacerations. Mrs. Freeman Involved were a 1987 Chevrolet university bands, will conduct virtuoso and music instructor at
the folks here at the Ledger and suffered cuts and bruises and has four door station wagon driven by The University Wind Sinfonietta the university He will perform reported missing by his parents, alarm system connected with the County has been named County
Rev. and Mrs James Beane, on Murray Police Department at the Campaign Director for the anTimes gathered at the Holiday been dismissed from the hospital. Jerry Dean Ferguson of Murray
Friday at 6 24 p
, after he City Hall to sound.
raising
Fighter's Song")
Inn Saturday night for a get-toit acruil
itit
Also trusted and released ware Route Five and a 1972 Che
disappeared trom the family ear
mender., -concerto in
was-nuavleMaagracihristofintrthDimesileffuectand
the police arriVed,
Before
geffier, ei enjoyed it
Robert
by
driven
door
four
Meet
To
Association
Mrs. Helene Virgene Roby, 52, of
Flat" by Antonio Vivaldi, and in the Roses Department store thief or thieves had grabbed from announced today by Mrs. C. .
Four.
Route
Murray
of
Barrett
Benton; and Mrs. Helen Agnes
County Alfred Reed's "Ode for 'Trum- parking lot in the Central the window several items of Lowry, Honorary Kentucky
Calloway
The food was good and the Roby, 58, Dongola, Ill. and
Both cars were going south on The
Shopping Center.
Retarded
for
Association
clothing including a suede coat, March of Dimes Chairwoman.
service excellent, the waitresses Eugenia Roby, Benton.
pet."
North 15th Street when Barrett
McGuffey will be joined by The Calloway County Rescue sport coat, two velour shirts, two In announcing the appointment
meet Thursday,
will
Children
smiled and were cheerful. All the
Main
at
sign
stop
the
for
stopped
Kentucky State Trooper Bobby
girls from the office were radiant Ham reported the White Street. Ferguson said he didn't December 16, at 7:30 p.m. at Gary Armstrong, a junior ad- Squad and other local officials pairs of pajamas,robe, tie, and a of Mrs. Cella, Mrs. Lowry said
that she is among the eminent
and lovely and the men folks automobile exited U. S. 68 and see Barrett stopped in time to Robertson School. Members note vanced trumpet major from had conducted a search in the pair of trousers.
Sheffield, Ala., in playing the area for the young boy who is a
broken was the leaders in various walks of life in
date.
meeting
in
change
window
smiled.
The
rear
the
in
car
his
hitting
avoid
it
pulled across U. S. 62 where
fifth grade student at Lynn Grove east side of the front door of the Calloway County who have joined
Mrs. Susan Hargrove's class "Concerto in B-Flat."
was truck broadside by the Roby end, according to the police
School. He was reported in good store next to Scott Downtown forces to insure a successful 1972
play
also
will
sinfonietta
The
Christmas
a
will
present
Cluistmis is a wonderful time automobile.
report.
condition
when he was found.
Paul
by
B-Flat"
in
"Sumphony
March of Dimes Drive.
program.
Drug Store
of the year.
Both cars were a tntal loss, the Damage to the Ferguson car
"Our statewide drive will
and interested Hindemith and "Sinforua No. 4"
All
members
to
and
the
on
end
the
was
front
trooper said.
.
to
March ;
emphasize
Walter
by
Hartley
to
invited
attend.
are
persons
Guy Billington put up a sign on
Barrett car on the rear end.
Dimes provides vital comm
Three numbers to be presented
the marquee noting a welcome to
services such as alerting the
by The Symphonic Band are
the Ledger and Times staff and
public to the danger of Rh disease
"Divergents" (A Short Sumalso to Cain and Trees who also
as related to causes of birth
phony for Band) by W. Francis
had their Christmas party the
McBeth, "March `Grandioso' " Leon Harp will give a piano While a sophomore in high defects."
same night.
by Ronald F. Seth, and "A recital Thursday, December 18, school, he made his first long "Rh disease will not affect the
Festive Overture" by Reed.
The Ledger and Times has the
recorded by mother but can cause their child
at 8:00 p.m., in the Farrell playing album,
McGuffey, a member of the Rectial Hall of the Fine Arts Campus Records, a former af- to be born with one or more
finest staff of any newspaper we
music faculty at Murray State building,
know of and can do more in less
State filiate of the Moody Bible In- serious birth defects," Mrs.
Murray
since 1969, is the solo trumpeter University.
time than any group with which
stitute of Chicago Illinois. As a Lowry said. Also, "the medical
we are acquainted.
Harp will be misted by Mrs. high school senior, Harp received authorities estimate that about
With their savings at a record savings and embark on a spen- (Continued on Page Twelve)
Jerelean Rang, pianist, and a preparatory scholarship for the one out of every four women who
level during the past 12 months, ding spree.
Tucker, trtunpeter. Ac- study of piano at North Central need the serum is not receiving
David
are
County
residents of Calloway
In turn, say the experts, that
companists for the program will College in Naperville.
in better than usual shape would give new momentum to
Upon graduating from high
be Mrs. Marie Taylor and
financially.
Mrs. Lowry said that the
industry, would create more jobs,
Mrs. Cyrene Hall Williams
Thomas Baker, both being school he went to New York to primary goal of the March of
Despite the recession, the reduce unemployment and spark
calls to say she has a Japonica
pianists and members of the study with Dr. Norman Reid at Dimes is prevention. A lot of
average local family is ap- the economy as a whole.
and Forsythia in bloom. These
of the music department Columbia University, also on birth defects could be prevented
faculty
the
of
proaching the end of the year
Department
The
Zeta
Calloway
How much are
piano scholarship, and, at the If all expectant mothers would
balmy December days are
with a record amount of cash and County families saving? The Murray Woman's Club will meet of Murray State University.
time, undertook studies M see a doctor during the term of
responsible.
other savings tucked away.
amount of money put aside Tuesday, December 14, at 7:30 The program will consist of the same
The net result is that there is a during the current year by the p.m. at the club house with the following: Partite — in B-flat the extension division of the pregnancy What distresses me is
Dee Keller opines that Just
treasure trove of additional local population is expected to program to be presented by major by Johann Sebastian Bach, Juilliard School of Music. Now at that 45 per cent of the expectant
because one gets older is no
buying power waiting in the reach $4,557,000.
students of Robert Johnson of the Hungarian Melodies for trumpet Murray State University, Harp is mothers in this country do not
reason to become ingrown, bitter
wings. Although a little of it has This represents liquid assets in Drama Department of Murray by Vincent Bach, Piano Concerto working towards his Bachelor of see a doctor until the baby is
and pessimistic. Actually the
I in C major op 15 by Ludwig van Music degree, and studies piano ready to be delivered.
been allowed to trickle out in the the form of bank accounts, shares State University
opposite should be the case. One
last few months, it is still only a in savings and loan associations, Each member is to bring a gift Beethoven, and a premeire under the leadership of Thomas "It is our dream that tomorrow
compassion,
learn
should
trickle, compared with what it purchases of U.S. savings bonds for the special Christmas project. performance of Dream Fan- Baker.
all children will be born healthy,
tolerance, understanding and
Harp is also a contestant in the therefore, I ask every Kencould be.
Hostesses will be Mesdames tastique by Leon Harp.
and the like.
Kentucky for Jackson Symphony League tuckian to support the March of
learn to assess an individual for
The bulk of it is being held back
The figures are based upon James M. Lassiter, I..K Pinkley, Harp, residing in
what he is with no regard to race, Steve McCoy, son of Mr. and ,by consumers to await more
putland, more than two years, Is originally Concerto contest to be held in Dimes drive to insure a healthier,
Purdom
Hulse,
Federal
C.H.
the
by
complied
data
religion, color or what have you. Mrs. Allen McCoy, Sycamore stable economic conditions.
T.O. Downing, Ace McReynolds, from Aurora, Illinois, part of the Jackson, Tenn, the early part of happier tomorrow," said Mrs.
Street, Murray, has completed
that
convinced
Robert Rule, and Eugene Flood. greater Chicago-land area. next year Harp plans a career Lowry.
are
they
Once
S.
U.
the
with
People are people in their own his tour of duty
as a concert pianist
under
t
Mrs. .;ella, noted "that she is
brough
been
has
inflation
right and should be treated as Army in Vietnam.
Mrs. Jerelean Rang, per- looking for assistance from any
safe
are
jobs
their
that
control,
man
Murray
former
The
such.
forming the Bach partite, on the and all sources throughout
arrived in the United States the and that the country is hea ding
program, is also a student of Mr. !Calloway County."
be
will
they
normal,
to
back
first of December and is now
pent-up
these
unleash
to
ready
visiting his parents and family
(Continued on Page Twelve

Two Car Collision
Occurs Saturday

Dale Beane Is Clothes
Winter Band Concert 4,10.
Found On Saturday Stolen
Set At Murray State
Sunday Doris Cella

Named Head
Dimes March

Leon Harp Will Be P resented In

• •
Page
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C to resolve
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press and
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•
k Pay
ye payment
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the Pay
the White
tly decided
ional direcic develop.
d E. MorriI Education
ost of the
public and
teachers
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use bill on
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y if the
House bill
o Strike
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kers repreion would
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ospects for
fore April
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ision 22y
Thursay
pay for the
ignalmen's
that his
S contract

before he resumes his position in
the research and development
department of Proctor and
Kentucky: Partly cloudy Gamble at Cincinnati, Ohio.
today. Mostly cloudy tonight and
McCoy left for his overseas
Tuesday • with occasional rain, tour of duty in January of this
mainly south half tonight and year. He was commissioned a
over state Tuesday. No Important second lieutenant in the U. S.
temperature changes through Army following his graduation
Tuesday. Highs today upper 40. from the University of Missour at
to 50s. Lows tonight mostly in the Rolla, Mo., where he received his
30s. Highs Tuesday in the 50s. degree in chemical engineering.
He was with Proctor and Gamble
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
for nine months before being
Kentucky: The extended called to active service.
outlook, Wednesday through He and his wife, the former
a
Friday:
Peggy Neale, were married five
A chance of min Wednesday years ago. She has been with her
and mainly mid and east por- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Neale
tions Thursday and Friday. Little CI Hickory, while he-hes been
change In temperatures. Low in overseas. He is the grandson of
the 30a and highs In upper 40s and Mrs. Nannie McCoy and the
mid 50a
brother of Jer7y McCoy.

Send A

Firettes Meet At
Station Recently
The Murray Firettes met last
Monday night at the downtown
fire station to work on toys
donated for their annual
Christmas party for 1111The
derpriviledged children.
Firettes issued a special thank
you to all persons who had
donated toys for the project.
The club also announced that
they wished to thank those
persons who donated to purchase
a first aid film which has been
received and is available for use.
Present at the meeting-ware
Linda Prescott, Kathleen Cain,
Lilly Boren, Charlotte Allbritten
and Brenda Newberry.

To

WOW OFFICERS INSTAI I ED—The officers of the Murray Camp 592 of the Woodmen of the
World were installed at a recent meeting. They_are: back row, left to right, Glenn Wooden. trustee_
C. Hendon, secretary. Allen Rose, treasurer, Aubrey Willoughby,
James Shelton,'president.
trustee Front row, left to right, Michael Hendon, escort, Trellis Seaford, vice president, Clarence
Horton, watchman, Wumi 'Peg" Coleman, sentry, and Harold Douglas not picturedi past
president

The Alm° Elemernary School
Parent-Association will meet
tonight 1Monday ) at seven p
at the school, accorcLng to Mrs.
M.D. McGinnis, president.
Willard Ails, chairman of the
County Council on
Calloway
Drug Education and pharmacist
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, will be the guest
speaker.
A Christmas program will be
Preaented by students the first,
seCond, third, and fourth grades.
The third and fourth grade home
room mothers will be hostesses
for the social hour

Christmas Card

Our Men in

Service

CW2 David H Graham
405-64-5256
135th A II. C.
APO San Francisco,
California 96289
s
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteatures
Buying lumber M a haphazard fashion can cost you money
When you walk into a lumber
yard, you should have a good
idea of what you want from
three standpoints — the kind of
wood, the grade and the dimensions.
You should know, too, about
the standards for lumber sizes
recently adopted by the softwood industry. When you buy a
piece of lumber these days, its
actual size will be constant —
smaller than the nominal size,
as in the past, but without the
variations that previously existed. A 2 by 4, for instance, is
1 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches . . . a 1 by

•
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Ten Years Ago Today

-

LEDGER & TIKES FILE

Woodrow Crutcher died December 11 from injuries received in
a truck-train accident over a week ago.
Sheriff-elect Woodrow Rickman who will take office in January
attended a Sheriff's convention held in Lexington.
Kengas rolled games of 932,995, and 1081 to win the 1961 bowling
tournament with a 3008 series here. Martin Oil was second.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Rogers are the parents of a baby boy born
this week at the Murray Hospital.
Murray State beat Northwestern Louisiana 93 to 75 in a
basketball game here. Jennings hit for 24 points.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you.—John
M:14.
There is no such thing as being a friend of God, and at the same
time refusing to do His will.

Isn't It The Truth

ANDY LANG
NewsfetiiiiYes

B4

•s,

Q. — We have a large picture
window in our living room. We
bought the house about six
months ago_ In the past couple
of weeks, water is beginning to
develop on the window glass. It
runs down to the wooden win-
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The Stoi-y -01The
Almanac Explained
By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture
LEXINGTON, Ky. —In the
naive and less obstreperous
times before radio and television
meteorologists, farmers
depended heavily upon the
almanac for their weather information. And so profound was
their belief in this little
publication as a compendium of
weather truths, it occupied a
place in most rural households
second only to that of the Bible.

The

Almanac

•

By United Press International
Today is Monday, Dec. 13,
the 347th day of 1971.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
stars are
morning
The
Mercury and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Sagittarius.
American dramatist Marc
Connelly was born Dec. 13,
1890.

winter. It turned out to be the
coldest day England had experienced in generations, and the
1837-38 season has ever been
known as -Murphy's Winter."
Then there was the unlikely
forecast made by Old Abe
Weatherwise of the Old Farmer's
Almanac. For the year 1816, Old
Abe predicted rain, snow, and
hail for July 13, and it did rain, On this day in history:
snow, and hail—and in that or- In 1642 New Zealand was
discovered and named by
der.
But Abe's fame and glory was Dutch navigator Abel Tasman.

Hanging from a nail driven kia the ,1somewhat disomoord when it ins&
that a
discovered
rnantleniece or in the kitchen later

In

1918

American

sokniern

attached to the U.S. 3rd Army
wall, it was consulted regularly , proofreader had overlooked the ctossed the Rhine at Coblenz,
on matters of "signs" and
.nischief of a typesetter who had Germany.
When candidates Humphrey, Muskie, Jackson, weather.
inserted the forecast as a joke.
In 1941 the Japanese demandThe story behind the almanac Incidentally, the Old Farmer's
Mills, Chisholm, McGovern, Lindsay and Kennedy
ed
the British surrender of
take up their travels in hopes of qualifying for the is an interesting one. Research Almanac is, after all these years, Hong Kong. Britain refused and
originated
hunwas
reveals
it
us.
still
with
opportunity to face Judgement Day next November,
the Japanese began a concendreds of years ago by tract
Rural folk do not set as great
trated air attack on the crown
they will badger us, bore us, tire us and, once in a writers who, utilizing instore by the almanac as forwhile, excite us with the damnedest flood of talk formation
by merly, but it is still popular colony.
furnished
man has ever known; and not one of them will say astrologers, forecast weather a nevertheless. While the weather In 1948 James PetrWo's
and astrological predictions are month ban on phonograph
anything original. Only the sound of their voices will year in advance.
Then,as printing spread, so did no longer taken seriously, most records by members of his
be different.
almanacs. These tract writers of these publications contain American Federation of Musi-Yawning is catching"
found that sales soared when they astronomical data—that is, in- cians ended.
—Dictionars of Opinions
spiced up their publications with formation like the phases of the
Some not only moon,times for the occurrence of
predictions.
A thought for today: Arneripredicted the daily weather, but eclipses, time of sunrise and
also such catastrophes as fires, sunset, important dates, and can poet Ralph Waldo Emerson
famines, plagues, and "sodaine such. It still is a worthy little said, "The only reward of
tumultes," whatever that is.
publication no farm home should virtue is virtue: The only way
to have a friend is to be one."
These writers and almanac be without
makers, however, faced ocBy VERNON SCOTT
cupational hazards. They faced ju •
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
burning at the stake as sorcerers
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Hope Lange, who gave up the ghost in if they were right too often or
"The Ghost and Mrs. Muir" for a flesh and blood husband in losing
professional
their
"The New Dick Van Dyke Show,"is a divorcee in private life.
were
reputation
if they
the
square
than
less
blonde
is
well-rounded
Off-screen the
mitigate
To
frequently
wrong.
characters she's played in the two series.
these hazards, they wrapped up LEXINGTON,Ky. —Now is the and 30 to 40 pounds per acre
Her beaux have included Glenn Ford and Frank Sinatra.
She has been married twice: to actor Don Murray and to their portents in ambiguous time of year when Kentucky between February 20 and March
language. As for instance a 1580 grass seed producers should be 10. Kentucky bluegrass receiving
producer-director Alan Pakula.
"The applying nitrogen fertilizer to this split application of nitrogen,
Hope lives in a two-story, New England-type home in the almanac predicted:
western suburbs of Los AnFeles with her two children by ,Murray, summer and autumn shall their grassland acres.
This and when properly fertilized and
Christopher, 14, and Patncia, 12. It has been their home for sometimes incline unto dryness; advice comes
from D.M. managed otherwise, produces
sometime unto moisture; so the TeKrony and B.C. Buckner, about twice as much seed as
almost seven years.
At the moment the house is being transformed from New winter shall be partly rough and Extension agronomists at the unfertilized grass.
A single
England white (that's very white indeed) to barn red (a bright, pertly mild."
University of Kentucky College of application can also be used, but
bright red). There are four bedrooms in the house, a sauna and
Also, as in this day and time, Agriculture.
the yields will likely be about 30
swimming pool, and separate servants quarters for a housekeeper. early almanac writers came in Production of grass seed has percent less with the single ap, Hope has furnished her home with a conglomeration of for a lot of ridicule. Rabelais, the traditionally been a profitable plication than with the split
ant' es and modern things. Posters and old lithographs of French satirist, took great venture for Kentucky
farmers, learly and late Winter) apwo en and children can be found throughout the house.
delight in needling them as did However, under the present price plications. When using a single
cooking,
and
family
espite domestic help, Hope does all the
the acidulous Jonathan Swift.
structure, continued profits will application of nitrogen, topdress
wit mouth-watering dexterity.
Back in the early years of the come about only from careful with 30 to 44) pounds per acre from
ran
a
mother
Hope
explains.
"my
I
was
a
child,"
'lwhen
18th century, there
was an management by producers to about February 20 to March 10..
restaurant in New York's Washington Square. She cooked in the
shoemaker turned insure high yields, according to Boone orchardgrass and Clair
little .kitchen and I waited table. My sister was the cashier and my English
timothy should be fertilized with
brother ran deliveries. The place was called Minette of almanac writer by the name of the LIK agronomists.
John Partridge.
Audaciously Tests at the Kentucky nitrogen between February 15
Washington Square."
• It was in that kitchen Hope learned to cook home-made soups, styling himself "Physician to the Agriculture Experiment Station and March 15 for optimum yields
King," Partridge filled his indicate that application of of seed. Apply 40 to 80 pounds per
itheerie and egg pie and other delicacies.
almanac
with
portentous nitrogen fertilizer during the acre of nitrogen on orchardgrass
There is only one element to mar Hope's domesticity.
"The New Dick Van Dyke Show"is shot entirely in Arizona at prophecies and predictions. very late fall or winter months is and 30 to 40 pounds on Timothy.
Annoyed at these pretensions, the very important in producing high Soil testing and clipping of
a new studio near Phoenix because Van Dyke lives near there.
Hope must spend -is months a year in a rented home on the sarcastic Swift predicted that on yields of Kress seed.
excessive growth after harvest
March N, 1708, "Old Partridge Results have indicated that are other management practices
desert.
; Last spring Hope left the (•hildren in charge of her housekeeper will die of a raging fever."
yields of tall fescue seed can be recommended by the UK
imd commuted every Ix et•kend to be with her family.
The frightened shoemaker- doubled by applying nitrogen in agronomists.
Next season Owls and Patricia will live with her in Anzona and astrologer took to his bed two the fall over those fields having
attend school there. Hope looks forward to having a family to days before that date. He didn't no nitrogen. Kenwell and
Ken- DANCER TO WED
!return to each nyht. Hr hours on the set are 10 a.m, to ft p.m. - die, as Swift had predicted, but tucky 31 tall fescue should
be top- LONDON (UPI) —Ballerina
and 10 p.m. on e night the show is taped before a live audience. when he eventually got out of bed dressed with 60 to 70
pounds of Natalia Makarova, 30, who
Moving her family to Arizona is no small matter. It means the and announced he was alive and
Soviet
the
from
nitrogen
(
200
defected
pounds
ammonium
Patricia's
pet,
a
to
poodle.
named
Missy,
transport of a horse
well, he found himself the nitrate)
Ballet in
Korov
Leningrad
per
acre
before
Reilly, and Saiiha, a German Shepherd.
laughing stock of his former December 20. Later am4caiians I andon last September and
"I've been single kir almost two years now," Hope says. "Roth
almanac customers.
until March 1 give saatctory went to the United States, said
Don (Murray) and Alan (Paktila) visit the children regularly."
But over the years some yields, but not so high as the Thursday she will marry her
dinner
and
to
moxie...
out
for
often,
going
fairly
dates
Hope
"hit the December applicaUon
manager, Vladimir Rodzenko,
with some of Hollywood's best known stars. Her favorite exerting almanac writers have
nail on the head" and, as in the Kentucky bluegrass produces 33.
is to entertain four to six people at home for dinner.
Miss Makarova, now featured
Most of Hope's wardrobe is tailored, and some"of the clothes case of Patrick Murphy, reaped optimum lields of seed when
In his fertilized with 30 to 48 pounds of with the Amtrican Theatre_
she wears are those made specifically, for her role in jhi. CBS cOnsiderable fame.
almanac for 1838, Murphy stated nitrogen 100 pounds ammonium Ballet, said she would marry
series.
- She wtOws hot pantsduring the ila), hut disapproves of them flatly that Jan. 20 of that year nitrate) per acre between as soon as my mother can get
would be the coldest day of the November 20 and December 10, a visa to leave Russia."
for night wear.
by Carl Iliblet Jr.

there are some exceptions
Southern pine and Douglas fir
for example. are harder than
poplar and some other so-called
hardwoods.
In estimating your needs do
it in such a way that you can
take advantage of standard dimensions with a minimum
amount of waste. Too often
lumber purchased with only Li
vague idea of what is needed
results in a home workshop
crowded with scrap wood for
which you paid good money
Lumber is classified into
grades on the basis of ap
pearance. The higher grades
cost considerably more than the
medium or lower grades. Get
into the habit of using the least
expensive grade that will do the
job. Don't waste money by using select lumber (clean,
smooth and with a limited number of defects) when common
lumber I for general utility and
construction purposes) will do.
Even common lumber comes in
a series of grades, the lower the
number the better the grade.
amount of moisture generated
r,4oustii most huuktesa.
Sometimetviti;
4"ee-'31101101140.
very co-operative in helpyards
moisture originating from a
ing to make a selection, even
damp crawl surface finds its
when it means recommending a
way into a house and results in purchase at a lower price. After
a condensation problem.
a little experience in getting
this assistance and in using the
Q. —Is there any special lumber for various projects.
painting
technique for
you will find yourself able to go
clapboards on the side of a _..t4ig/ lumber _yard,
fdr
housellh30 use a
wnam you want 13Y ' 4-er size,
A. — Paint the underneath grade and kind of wood.
edges first, doing several edges
•"
Sweating windows and
at one time, then coating the
walls, balky doors and winfaces of the boards
dows, and noisy plumbing are
Q. — In reading lumber yard among the topics discussed in
advertisements, I sometimes Andy Lang's helpful handbook,
see the term "heartwood." My "Practical Home Repairs,"
dictionary says it is the darker, available by sending $1 to this
denser inner core of a log Is it newspaper in care of Box 5,
better than the rest of the wood Teaneck, N J. 07666
from a tree?
DENTAL CARE BILL
A. — Heartwood is the preWASHINGTON (UPI) —A
because
portion
of
a
log
ferred
it is more durable, but this is a $142 million three-year program
generalization that has some approved by the Senate would
exceptions In much the same improve dental care for childway, heartwood usually is dark- ren.
er than sapwood, but not alAbout $50 million of the total
ways
is earmarked for pilot dental
care projects to aid disadvanQ. —Is it better to stain taged children. Another $57
wood and then varnish it or to
million would be used to train
use a combined varnish stain?
A — Staining and varnishing dental auxiliaries and $56
usually produce a better result million to train dentists and
than using varnish stain. While dental students to utilize the
there are some good varnish assistants. Another $9 million
stains on the market, they are would go to communities and
used mostly on inexpensive ob- schools that want to fluridate
jects
their water.
For either of Andy Lang's SON TO BARNARD
CAPETOWN, South Africa
booklets. "Wood Finishing in
the Home," or "Paint Your (UP!(—The wife of Dr. ChrisHouse Inside and Out," send 30 tiaan Barnard, the pioneering
cents and a long, stamped, self- South African heart transplant
addressed envelope to Know- surgeon, gave birth to a son
How, P.O. Box 477, Huntington, Friday.
N.Y. 11743. Be sure to specify
Barnard married the attracwhich booklet you want.)
tive, 20-year-old daughter of a
wealthy South African industrialist in 1969, after divorcing, his
first wife, Loutjie.

4 is 3/4 by 3 1/2 inches . and
soon
There are two groups of lumber, softwood and hardwood.
The softwoods, the kind you will
buy for most purposes, come
from coniferous or needle-bearing trees, such as pines, firs,
hemlocks, cedars, redwoods
and spruces They are used
mostly for joists, studs, posts,
sheating, shingles and siding,
often for shelving and certain
interior trim, and occasionally
for furniture. Hardwoods,
which are from the broadleaf
trees, such as maples, oaks.
walnuts, poplars and the like.
are used mostly for fine furniture, floors and interior finishes. While hardwoods generally
are harder than softwoods.
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2.0 Years Ago Today
Deaths reported are Mrs. Bock Paschall, age 76, and Mrs. Alice
C. Harrison, age 92, both on December 11.
Joe E. Blalock, Jackie Miller, William A. Ross, Thomas Pace,
Darwin Lw-w, Bone H. Giles, Rob R. Erwin, Joe G. Baker, Jesse
0. York, Terrell E. Darnell, Mason Thompson, Thomas F. Lyles,
Carter 0. Darnall, Allen B. Ftatterree, Charles K. Miller, James
N. Coursey, and Wells Hargis, all'of Calloway and Marshall
Counties enlisted in the Air Force in November.
Births reported are a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John E. Scott on
December 4,a girl to Mr.and Mrs. Gene Watson on December 51 a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Brandon on December 6, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ernstberger, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Rowland,and a girl to Mr.and Mrs. Otley White, all on December
7, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albert Overbey on December
8-

Ad

Hope Lange stars
in the kitchen, too

nitrogen Should Be Applied
To Grassland Ac res Says UK

What causes this and how can it
be prevented"
A. —This is about the time of
the year when letters like yours
begin to come in. The water
forms when warm, moist air
within the house settles on colder surfaces; in this case, on the
window pane. The moist air
condenses into water and runs
down the vertical surface of the
pane It occurs when a house is
to "tight" that the air has no
way of escaping. If the pane
were not cold, such as when
there are storm windows, the
moist air would not condense on
it. However, it would seek some
other way to move toward a
cooler surface and might even
work its way through an outside
wall and under the exterior
paint. causing blistering and
peeling. That's why the outside
wall of a kitchen or bathroom,
where there is much moisture,
often develops paint blisters before other wall areas are affected.
To prevent condensation, the
warm, moist air must be
trapped as in a dehumidifier
orpermitted to escape via
vents or exhaust fans It's a
help, too, to be sure that windows are opened in bathrooms
after showers and baths, that
exhaust fans are turned on during kitchen cooking and that
steps be taken to reduce the
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By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Julie Cobb, daughter of actor Lee J
Cobb and the pretty deputy public defender in "The D.A.," is
only 24 years old but has been dating the same young man for
13 years.
"We don't want to rush into anything," says Julie.
Julie and actor Rick Dreyfuss first met when they were
children in grammar school. They've been sweethearts ever since.
Only a break for college separated the two.
Brown-haired, hazel-eyed Julie lives alone in a West Los
Angeles apartment just big enough for a bachelor girl. It has one
bedroom, a kitchen and living room. She has furnished it with
tables, chairs, paintings, carpets and other items by scrounging
from her 'parents.
Her mother lives near Julie in Beverly Hills. Papa Cobb lives
in the San Fernando Valley.
Though her parents are separated Julie manages to see a great
,deal of them both, as well as her brother, Vincent Cobb, who is
also an actor.
Julie's day begins more often than not at 6 a.m. at the Universal studio in makeup. She gets up an hour earlier to fix her
own breakfast. During the noon break she has a bite of-fruit, at
the studio commissary and then works until after dark.
If she's too tired Julie stops at a restaurant for dinner, otherwise she prepares the evening meal herself.
"I'm a very good cook,' says she, "especially with beef stroganoff and lamb curry. I learned to cook from some of my box
friends. But not Rick. He's a great eater but can't cook a thing
Marriage uncertaia
Julie isn't sure whether she and her longtime beau will marry.
She sees Dreyfuss often and includes him at dinner parties
which she delights in giving for her friends and family.
Julie is a passive girl who reads novels and biographies but
neither collects anything,engages in sports nor has a hobby.
On a typical weekend she wiH cook dinner for a half-dozen
friends. Because she was born and raised in Hollywood she has
dozens of close acquaintances from her high school days.
Any Sunday you are liable to come across Julie sitting under
a tree in Griffith Park doing the crossword puzzle and sipping ice
tea from a thermos bottle.
She also enjoys movies but shies away from watching television.
Unlike the chic wardrobe provided her for thetelevisjep(NBC)series, Julie prefers to wear rough work shirts and blue jeans
around the apartment.
Once in a while she is moved to go on a shopping spree. Then
she buys ultra feminine dreases. She especially Mrs long, flowing
styles. She hilt a pule of hot pants but wears them infrequent! .
"Axil& auustigis.IiA '4+41 when LtilkothK
"Tut it isn't:191y Terationalips with my family and friends are
dynamic. And the discovery of myself is an ongoing thing which I
find exciting."
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Party invitation
causes uproar
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR READERS; I recently published letter which I
found extremely difficult to answer I ssaverrd between two
opposite solutions. I asked my basb•nd lie asked
others.
I then asked my readers how they would answer
it.
The letter:

A lovely event honoring Miss
Barbara Foust, bride-elect of
Charles Sheeks, was held in the
home of Mrs. Kenneth Winters on
Glendale Road on Saturday,
December 11.
Hostesses for the bridal luncheon were Mrs. Winters, Mrs.
Bailey Gore, and Mrs. Fred Keel.
Christmas colors were carried
out in the table decorations. ;
Miss Foust chose to wear a
navy and red knit dress from her
trousseau and was given a gift of
flatware in her stainless pattern
by the hostesses.
Gift corsages were presented to
members of the bridal party.

Miss Brenda Richardson,
bride-elect of Keith Hosford, was
complimented with a lovely
bridal breakfast held at the
Holiday Inn on Saturday,
December 4, at nine-thirty
o'clock in the morning.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Miss Shirley
Scarborough, Mrs. Ned Wilson,
Mrs. Pat Trevathan, Mrs.
Tommy Shirley, Mrs. Van
Prince, Mrs. Erwin Court, Mrs.
Sam Myers, and Mrs. Steve
Sexton.

me exceptions
and Douglas fir
ire harder than
e other so-called

Mr. and Mrs. Loyd T. Ratterree
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd T. Ratterree of Hazel Route Two will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary Sunday, December 19
An Open House will be given in their honor in the Community
Room at the Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Co., 608 Main
St., Murray, from two to five p.m. All friends and relatives are
Invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Ratterree were married December 28, 1921 by
• J. Mack Po9,1. ffira„Ratterrempajtforcoer.Sw Jane
left
Mr and Mrs. Ratterree have five children: Loyd T. Jr. of
Orlando, Fla., Mrs. Robert(Ruedean)Fielder, James Ratterree,
and Mrs. Charles(Amy Nell) Wilkinson, all of Royal Oak, Mich.,
and Brice Ratterree of Murray.
They have nine grandchildren and one great grandchild.

For the prenuptial event, the
honoree chose to wear from her
trousseau a white knit pant suit
with red, white, and blue scarf,
and navy accessories.
Her
mother, Mrs. Bethel Richardson,
wore a beige tweed and suede
ensemble. They were presented
hostesses' gift corsages of white
carnations. The groom-elect's
mother, Mrs. Kirby Hosford,
was unable to atter.d due to
illness.

Bridal Luncheon At
The Winters' Home
Honors Miss Foust

Bridge Winners
Named At The Oaks

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Wright

Winners in the women s oridge,
session held Wednesday at the
Oaks Country Club have bees
announced by the hostess, Ada
Sue Roberts.
Joyce Thomas had the high
score arid Virginia Jones had the
low score.
Club members wishing to play
Wednesday, December 15, are

DEAR ABBY: My husband's boss has invited us to a
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Wright, Murray, Route Five, will be
"housewarming party," which my husband feels we must
honored with a tea in celebration of their 25th wedding anattend. I disagree.
The table was centered with a niversary, on Sunday, December 19, at the home of their
His boss's wife had surgery recently and was found to
beautiful arrangement of yellow daughter, Mrs. Dan Kelly, 1604 Miller Avenue, Murray.
have inoperable cancer. ) The wife doesn't know this.] The
and white carnations with
No formal invitations are being sent. All friends and relatives
boss sent- her to Europo,ti-skirs
eauzeofrusa()(ta...t•-7,..7,',11tirl.
Eatglirt Wi.,--=igining,dower -the areiw&ecil to-eallbat
r1as*ciftsrallififthine i • her mother while she's "recuperating." He told her he'd
phone .136-5887-by tties ay
center of the
Mr. and Mrs. Wright were married on December 25, 1946, in
Place cards
join her in three months and bring her home. But it's
morning.
Play will begin
in
the
wedding
Memphis,
motif
were
Tenn.,
used.
home
at
the
of
pastor,
their
Brother
Welch,
C.F.
obvious that he's banking on her not lasting that long,
promptly at 9:30 a.m. Wedperformed
who
ceremony.
the
They
were attended by Mr. and
because the day after she left he moved his girl friend into
nesday.
Guests signed the bride's Mrs. H.L. Barber of Memphis.
their home and they've been living together ever since.
register book at the table cenThe
couple
attends
Poplar
Spring
Baptist
church,
where
they
[She's a divorcee whose husband got custody of their chiltered with yellow and white both are members. They are the parents of three children:
Mrs.
dren, so you know what she's like.]
carnations in a bud vase
Dan (Carol) Kelly, 1604 Miller Avenue, Ronald Paul Wright,
This unmarried team goes everywhere together, knowCover were laid for twenty Muria2toute four, and Timothy
Murray Rpute.ftvg„,,,
that no one-A tvoito tell his dying wMiefIthat's going
,
ej
wtotre!-P&
•
)1iley."5ve
. one grandchild, Kevin Len Kelly.
"
41
on. They have now moved into a deluxe high-rise apartkLcatandaoft,
ment furnished with the European wife's generous dowry,
and we are invited to the housewarming.
Monday, December 13
Edwin Greenfield, and Ben
My husband says if we don't attend it will mean his job,
The Euzelian Sunday School Grogan.
and jobs aren't exactly hanging on trees these days. Am I
Class, First Baptist Church, Mrs.
wrong for refusing to go? Or is my husband wrong for
Myrtle Wall, teacher, will have a
The New Concord Parents
Cranberry fruit balls make
insisting that we do?
CAUGHT IN A BIND
potluck supper at the church at Club will
have a Christmas
a gift that travels well and
6:30 p.m.
My suggested replies:
program at the school at seven
remains fresh for several
1. Dear Caught: Your first consideration is to your
p.m.
weeks.
husband. Close your eyes, hold your nose. and go!
The Omicron Alpha Chapter of
In a meat grinder, grind
2. Tell your husband that he can help "warm" their
Tau Phi Lambda will have a
one pound of fresh cranberThe Murray Middle School will
house if be wants to. but the setup, leaves you cold, and
potluck dinner at the home of present a
ries with two large, seeded
program of Christmas
you're not going!
Mrs. Loretta Jobs at 6:30 p.m. music at the
but unpeeled oranges, two
school
auditorium
at
The surprising results:
(3½-ounce) cans of flaked
seven
p.m.
Number of responses: 877,001
coconut and three cups of
The Penny Homemakers Club
Doal go: 556,001 fpredomiaanUy female]. Go: 311,618
raisins or currants. Stir in
will meet at the home of Mrs. The Bethany
Sunday School
two cups of sugar and two
predominantly male].
Ruby Harrell at ten a.m. for a Class ef First Baptist
Church will
(l33. -ounce) packages of
Some interesting tfisservations:
potluck dinner and exchange of have a potluck
dinner with
The youngest voter was a Mne-year-.M girt reader of the
graham cracker crumbs. If
gifts)
husbands as guests at the church
New York Post. [She voted for Number 2.1 The oldest was
necessary, add more crumbs
dining hall at 6:30 p.m.
a NI-year-old female Los Angeles Times reader. [She voted
The WSCS of the Martin's
to make a mixture that can
for Number 1.1
Chapel United Methodist Church The Lydian Sunday
be molded into 1-inch balls.
School
Of the females who said, "Go." slightly more this is
will meet at the home of Mrs. Class of First Baptist Church will
Roll each in finely chopped
per cent added, "your first duty is to your husband."
nuts, using total of three
Ralph Robertson at seven p.m. have a dinner at the Holiday Inn
Of all who voted "Don't go," and indicated that they
cups. Wrap individually in
at 6:30 p.m.
were under 30. a surprising number added, "and be sure
clear plastic and tie with ribThe Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
the boss knows your absence is In protest to his Immoral
bon loops if you wish to use
the
First
United
Methodist
The
behavior '•
Murray Branch of the
them as tree ornaments.
Church
WSCS
will
meet
at
the AAUW will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Those who voted "Don't go," and indicated they were 41
Pack in airtight container
church at seven p.m.
the home of Mrs. Nadine Turner,
or older, suggested in overwhelming numbers. "Don't go."
for storage or shipping.
OPULENT -- Plush cotton
but make up an excuse, a sick child. the wife came down
Makes about 100.
106 North 12th Street
velvet in a rich maroon color
The Murray NHCA will have a
with the flu, or some sudden family emergency came up.
is ornamented with gold for
dinner
party
at
the
Red Carpet New Providence Homemakers
i heard from Nursing Homes, where the majority of
an elegant evening look. The
Magic Mountain at London- long, full skirt
Mitzie McDougal, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny McDougal,
Dining Room, Paris, Tenn., at Club will meet at the home
women said. "Don't go," and the men said, "Go!"
and short-cut
of and Andy Henry, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Henry, are pictured
derry
Vt
has
a
two-mile
jacket
are teamed with a
6:30 p.m. Members are to meet Mrs. Hardiman Miller at ten a.m.
Some male inmates of the Federal Prison in Sandstone,
double
chair
gold
lift
for
lame
skiers
blouse. It's a Vicat the Ezell Beauty School at six for a potluck luncheon. Secret using the telephone set furnished by the South Central Bell
Minn.. agree that the husband should go, but the wife
toria Royal design.
Telephone Company for the recent Story Hour held at the
should not.
p.m.
friends will be revealed.
0.10.0.111100.0.01010.0.01101r01001.011•0r04M00.0.0•10.0.00110.0inow 4.
Calloway County Publi( Library. The children were shown a film
Nine sisters at the Saint Rose Academy Cthvent in San
Francisco voted for "Don't go." One sister voted "Go."
The Calloway County NFO will Alice Waters, Bessie Tucker, and given booklets concerning the correct use of a telephone.
(For Senior Citizens)
0
The Padres of Mission Dolores Basilica wrote, "After
meet at the collection point, old and Maryleona Frost Circles
State Approved and Licensed
of
may be entered by calling
years of marriage counseling experience and the overruling
Shoemaker Stock Yard, at seven the First United Methodist House Smorgasbord at eleven
to be open January 1, 1972
Mesdames James Byrn, Harold i
/
principle of Christian charity and emphasis on commitment
pm.
o
o
Write to Box No. 2, Murray, Ky.for Reservation
Church will meet at the home of a.m.
Douglas, Humphrey, or Yandal
to spouse. we took a closed ballot and amazed ourselves
4....0 4.0.04...04•10.01=11.01Mm.0.0m.0.011.
Mrs. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., at
Wrather
011M0.0.1!0•411
with a unanimous vote for Number Two!"
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
Board of Directors of the Quota ten a.m.
The mail is still pouring in, and my mailman is not
the UDC will have a luncheon at
Club will meet at Southside at
column
speaking to me. but tomorrow I shall use my entire
5:30 p.m.
Circle I and Faith Doran Circle the home of Mrs. John J. Livesay
to share with you some of the most quotable replies accomof
the First United Methodist at noon with Mrs. Douglas
panying the votes.
Nicest way to say Merry Christmas
The Sigma Department of the Church WSCS will meet with Mrs. Shoemaker as co hostess.
And to those of you who responded. thank you. ABBY
Murray Woman's Club will have Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., at two
The Baptist Women of the Elm
its Christmas party at the club p.m.
Wkat's your problem? You'll feel better U yen get it off
Grove Baptist Church will meet
house at 6:30 Guests will be
year chest. Write to ABBY, Bo: alrfle, Las Angeles. Cal
Santa and Sigma children.
NMI. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
Westside Homemakers Club at the church for a mission study
Hostesses will be Mesdames will meet at the home of Mrs. at seven p.m.
onreaspe.
Fred Wells, John Gregory, Hal Elvin Crouse at 10:30 a.m.
COMFY' SLIPPERS
Houston, George Ed Waldrop,
The Nature's Palette Garden
Ron Christopher, and A.W. Good
Club
will
Holiday
at
meet
the
Inn
Shepherd
United
Simmons, Jr.
Methodist Church WSCS will at 10:30 a.m
The Almo School PTA will meet meet at the church at two p.m.
Thursday, December 16
at the school at seven p.m. with Murray Star Chapter No. 433
The Magazine Club will meet at
Willard Alls as speaker on OES will meet at the Masonic
the home of Mrs. Ralph Woods at
"Drugs".
Hall at 7:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m. with Mrs. Charles M.
Baker as guest speaker.
The Theta Department of the The
MSU Dames Club will
DORMlE
Murray Woman's Club will meet meet
in Room 3 of the SUB at
Temple
Chapter
No.
511
Hill
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
seven p.m.
OES is scheduled to meet at the
the program by Mrs. Harold
Eversmeyer. Hostesses will be Groups of Baptist Women of the Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Mesdames Ray Brownfield, John First Church will meet as
County
The
Calloway
Fortin, Harold Beaman,and Miss follows: I will not meet; II with
Mrs. I H. Key at ten a.m.: III Association of Retarded Children
Beth Broach.
with Mrs. Velma Wisehart for a will meet at Robertson School at
7:30 p.m. for a Christmas
Senior Recital of Nancy Creek- luncheon at 11:30 a.m.
program by Mrs. Susan
mur, soprano, and Diana Denney, organ, both from F,ddyville, The Murray Quota Club will Hargrove's class. Note change in
will be at the Farrell Recital Hall meet at the Southside Restaurant date.
HAPPY
at noon.
at seven p.m.
The Murray High School
CAMELOT
The Winter Symphonic Concert
Senior Recital of Ina Ruth by the 40 piece Wind Sinfonietta Choral Students will present a
Boggess, Greenville, piano, will and 110 piece Murray State Christmas concert in the Middle
be at the Farrell Recital Hall at Symphonic Band will be held at School auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
the University auditorium at
8:15 p.m.
Friday, December 17
eight p.m.
The Friendship Sunday School
A special concert of Christmas
Wednesday, December 15
Class of the First United
will be presented by the Baptist
The
Harris
Grove Methodist Church wi:1 have
a
Student Center Choir, directed by
Homemakers Club will have a Christmas
potluck dinner at the
Bobby Reeder, at seven p.m.
potluck luncheon at the home of
social hall at six p.m. The meat
Mrs. Alfred Taylor.
will be furnished.
Tuesday, December 14
The
WSCS of the Coles Camp Judging for the
The Tappan Wives will have
Open Mon Fri
homes entered
their Christmas party at the Ground United Methodist Church in the Christmas Decoration
Souttende Restaurant at 6:30 will meet at the home of Mrs Bill
rifest in Murray and within one
Til 8.00
p.m. Two dollar gifts will be Williams at 6 30 p.m
le of the city limits will beljeld
Hostesses are
RIM-14 Ti TIT/1Z TZVIZTURIZIZTITIVRIn;lii exthiinged.
The Wadesboro Homemakers om six to nine p.m. on today
Drontwn Mume
Mesdames John R. Farrell,
Club will meet at the Col.inial nd December 18 and 19 Homes

gag,to call...ladya-

table.

Fruit Balls Make
Good Yule Gifts

I

FERN TERRACE LODGE

'Oailigtavrav

Black
Powder Blue
White
Gold

111E WORLD
IN 80 DAYS
yen Cantinflas
ieNMactoirle

Wpd.
;TORY"

Thildren 75

1 Tue.
THE APES"

lE PLANET
PES"IG I

/II Fri.

Black
Powder Blue

Bone
Powder Blue

Black
Gold
Hot Pink
Turquoise

Li TTLErote5

Ryan's Shoe Store
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New Concord Wins Championship In Overtime
Valiant
Kirksey Eagles Put In
Effort Before Falling To Birds

College Football

Top Ranked Delaware Slaughters

ningham combined to get three the Cats scoreless during the
By DAVID HILL
more foul shots and complete the third period. That ended with the
- The New Concord Redbirds, Birds scoring arid give them the score 39-8.
undefeated in
after going
win.
The Lynn Grove five came
County play, clinched the county Steve Cunningham was high back in the final round to outBy United Press International )ar'da to Jim Colbert and 66 F-astern
the
in
Michigan
by
night
Saturday
championship
Delaware and C. W. Post yards to Larry Rybicki.
man of the game with an un- score the Hazel team 13-8 in the
inaugural Pioneer Bowl at
topping the Kirksey Eagles 66-64 believable 43 points. Tommy losing effort.
battled to a titanic 0- tie —for The pioneer 0ffeaae consisted Wichita Falls. Tex.
By DON C. BECKER
while I thought I was going to in overtime play.
one quarter.
Futrell wasn't far behind with 38
of the Len and Gary Show as
SCORING
FREEPORT, Bahamas (UPI) ehpae.o
Game Benefited Widows
To get an idea of how close it
Then the Blue Hens com- quarterback
Wichard The
Gary
New Concord()—Futrell 8,
of Carson- —In case you wonder just how
running
Goalby fought his nerves to really was look at how the action for Kirksey. Barry Joseph also
contributed 19 markers to the Pittman 2, Cunningham 43,
menced to play "Score-A- lofted passes of 22, 58 and 38 Newman's Rodney Wampler
much the pressure gets to fire a 70 which enabled him to went in the closing rnumtes:
Minute" while C. W. Post yards to split end Len Izzo.
Herndon 7, Eaker 4, Hendon 2.
and Vincent Dial helped turn veteran golfers, just ask Bob overtake big George Archer of --The Redbirds went into the Eagle cause.
played dead and the Boardwalk
activity, the first annual Share Bowl at
In the consolation game earlier
bowl
Kirksey (44)—Joseph 19,
other
In
newly-crowned San Francisco and captured the
With
43-41.
G°a__IbY'_,
at Atlantic City, N. J. on underdog Florida A & M Knoxville, Term into a rout as winner of the $130,000 Bahamas Ea,000 anti:gate prize money, fourth quarter leading
In the evening, Hazel latched on Wilkerson 2, Isbell 3, Futrell 38,
in the game. the Eagles
Saturday wound up a 72-22 finished
to third place with a sound Beane 2.
straight the Eagles romped over Fair- National Open which closed out more than the a220,3 he had 2:46 left
36th
its
them and took the lead 48- trouncing of Lynn Grove. The ‘
massacre.
Hazel(47i —Hooks,4, Barrett 5,
winning season with a 27-3 mont State, 54-3. Wampler the 1971 golf tour on SundaY• won in 39 previous tournaments caught
Delaware, the small-college victory over Kentucky State in carried 17 times for 93 yards "I was more nervous out this year. His four-round total 47.
Lions handed the Wildcats a 47-21 Nesbitt 2, Byars 11, Brayboy 4,
- -With 1:39 to go, the score was
national champion, packed 35 of the 39th annual Orange Blos- and a score and Dial tallied there than when said
White 6, Paschall 15, Chrisman 2.
on
I
Archer tied at 51 all Kirksey scored to defeat.
2762
-70-75.
1-72.
7-66
696-77-0
ss 66.
42,
the the
its points into the second som Classic at Miami; Chico twice, once on a scamper of 59 Masters in 1968,"
The Lions carried a 22-8 lead
Lynn Grove(21)—Calhoun 4,
was
later
seconds
lead
take the
quarter, the highest one-period State —despite California Gov. yards.
into the dressing room at half- Adams 6, Farris 4, Doron 6,
year old former paratrooper
-All I calk' think about was
—With 44 seconds left, COD- time and came back out to hold
total in the history of the Ronald
pre-game Senior quarterback Joe Gil- and college football player who having to qualify on Mondays. .if
Chavis 1.
Reagan's
cord's Steve Cunningham ripped
Boardwalk.
exhortation to "go out and win liam passed for three touch- joined the tour in 1%7. "For a I didn't win this one," he said
up.
it
tie
to
cords
the
The slaughter began when because it's California" — downs to lead Tennessee State
moved him Mth Me
—With eight seconds to go,
His victueY
fullback Bill Armstrong bulled surrendered 25 points in the to its second straight Grantland
top 60 money winners, thereby Cunningham again scored a two21 yards for the first of his two final quarter to Boise State and Rice Bawl victory, a 26-23 upset
•
insuring that he won't have to':pointer to put the 'Birds on top.
touchdowns and the first of nine last the Camellia Bowl at of second-ranked McNeese
qualify.
—The Eagles kept their cool
on the day for the Blue Hens, Sacramento, Calif., 32-28 and State at Baton Rouge, La.
Goalby, who sank a magru•- and brought the ball downcourt
who were winning the Board- Livingston (Ala.) University Quarterback Mike Ernst
ficent 30 foot blast from a
and with one second lett,
walk for the fourth year in a toqk advantage of several found Tyrone Perry in the end
put tfie haft up &dm
Joseph
-kr*-----...-&50-04e
-•notri--arneC
raigh,t
ertaasiasliaNiXt(o by -Arkansas Zone from five yards out in the
iruWorat-/ov
move ahead of Archer, also had ten feet on the side. The horn
NWs TD Passes
Tech to edge the Wonder Boys Final 1:46 of play Saturday
(UPI) —Mark to sink two critical putts on the sounded, and the ball took a dead
Before it ended, quarterback 14-12 in the NAIA Championship night to gives Cal State PITTSBURGH
Binstein, the businessman- 17th and 111th holes, both about bounce on the rim. It went
touchdown
tossed
had
Neff
Sam
Bowl at Birmingham, Ala.
Fullerton a 17-14 victory over
coach, was seven feet.
down
straight up and came
passes of six and 14 yards to Freshman cornerback Wen- Fresno State in the Mercy Bowl turned-basketball
'Those were two of the through the net to send the duel
the
after
Pittsburgh
elated
tight end Pete Johnson and ford Wilborn executed,r91-yard at Anaheim.
won
fourth greatest putts I have ever Into overtime.
their
,__ Condors
Bob punt return to- lead ;Louisiana
substitute signal-caller
The game was played for me straight game Sunday night, a made." said Goalby, who had
Concord scored first in the
Smith connected on bombs of 51 Tech to a 14-3 victory over benefit of the widows and 11
98-95 thriller over the Flori- earlier this week been consider- amass- threw ninates as Steve
-------an al. threw Cal State
ing taking a job as a club Cunningham went to the charity
'
n tee the
assistant football coaches killed „wiere inak,.
en professional in Detroit. He had stripe Joseph and Tommy
man now on offense," Bin;t7i; decided not to take the job, a
in a plane crash last month.
Futrell scored to give the Eagles
said. -Hopefully, this is the last decision he said he made before the lead.
College Football Results
we'll have to look behind today.
Cunningham sank a jump shot
By United Press International time
who's catching up. Now, Archer, the third-round lead- and two foul shots to give the
see
to
Boardwalk Bowl
we can look ahead to see who er, hit the ball poorly Sunday, Redbirds their next four points
Atlantic City, N.J.
finishing with a one over par and the lead, 61-58. Joseph
we can catch."
Delaware 72 C.W. Post 22
72. His prize money of $14,800 brought the Eagles within one
The
the
in
win,
only
Camellia Bowl
Leisure footwear for men
American Basketball Associa- for second place increased his with another jumper.
Sacramento, Calif.
tion game of the night, gave earnings to $139,158.48, behind Bobby Futrell stole an inBoise St 32 Chico St. 28
Pittsburgh a secure hold on only Jack Nicklaus, Lee Trevi- bounds pass from Kirksey and
Grantland Rice Bowl
third place in the ABA East. no and Arnold Palmer on the drove in for a layup to put Bob
Baton Rouge, La.
The Condors, 15-16, trail the official earnings list.
Allen's squad out in front by
Tenn St. 26 McNeese St. 23
first
place Kentucky Colonels A drive into the woods on the three. Tommy Futrell scored
NAIA Division 1
by 6% games and second place 12th hole cost Archer his third three more and Barry Joseph
Birmingham. Ala.
Virginia by two. The Floridians, tournament victory of the scored one to finish out the
12
Tech
Ark
Livingston 14
12-18, trail in fourth place, 914 season as he took a double Eagles scoring.
Orange Blossom Classic
bogie. Archer, who complained Randy Herndon and Steve Cu
games off the pace.
Miami, Fla.
"Hopefully, we're at a point he was not hitting the ball well
Fla. A&M 27 Kentucky St. 9
where we can have a bad game took three bogies during his
ABA Standings
Share Bowl
Mode19293,juat one of severalilavviesslypre-matched
sun win," said eanaustin, round, twice when errant drives Sity Untied Press Internstionai
and
Knoxville, Tenn.
Magnavox systems now at special savings, has 50and
caught
rough
the
once
who already
was general
East
Crsn-Newrnn 54 Fammnt St. 3
EIA music power, two high-compliance Er and
Watts
manager when he fired Jack when he hit into the sand He
W L, Pet GB
Pioneer Bowl
McMahon and named himself birdied the 15th and 16th holes Kentucky
two
speakers in an Air-Suspension System, plus a
34"
20 8 .714 ...
Wichita Falls, Tex.
to keep the pressure on Goalby Virginia
as coach earlier this season.
player with Cue Control and Stylus
Micromatic
deluxe
19
.633
11
2
La. Tech 14 Eastern Mich. 3
"Defense saved our life," he but the latter refused to wilt. Pittsburgh
15 16 .484 6%
Pressure Adjustment. Also provisions for optionals
Mercy Bowl
also Floridians
The
pressure
was
said. "As bad as we played
12 18 .400 9
(tape, headphones). A protec- NOW ONLY
Anaheim, Calif.
offensively in the first and last apparent on young Grier Jones, New York
11 17 .393 9
Cal. St. (Fllrtn) 17 Frsno St. 14.
tive dust cover is included.
quarters, we made up for it on who went into the final round Carolina
9 19 .321 11
Come in ...save ...on acces- S
tied with Goalby a shot behind
defense."
West
2 GOLFERS HONORED
sories, tool See them all now.
Trailing by eight points after Archer. Jones, obviously nerW. L. Pet GB
—
(UPI)
Conn.
NORWAOLK,
CLASSIC...Soft supple vinyl slip on with
the first quarter, the Condors vous, hit into sandtraps on the Utah
72 8 .733 ...
Tour golfers Jerry Heard and
moccasin toe. Machine washable and dryable.
rallied to take a 50-49 halftime first two holes, saving his par Indiana
16 16 .571 5
Jane Blalock were named
during our Magnavox
lead. John Brisker then scored on the first but missing a three- Memphis
13 15 .464 8
Thursday as the most improved
Camel,
the
on
bogie
British
a
for
foot putt
the
in
points
quarter
12
third
Colors:Black,Brown,Burgundy,
Denver
11
.393
17
10
year
professional golfers of the
and the Condors held a 82-72 second. Thereafter, he could Dallas
Red, Bone, Blue, Charcoal, Dark Olive, White
11 18 .379 10%
by Golf Digest Magazine.
See over SO magnificent sights and
Clay
sole),
into the final period. scarcely hit the fairway and he
(white
Blue
(white sole), Cruise
Sunday's Results
Heard won $108,000 on the lead going
sounds Color TV consoles and porbogies
more
three
with
finished
the fourth period PitGreen (white sole).
Pittsburgh 98 Floridians 95
tables with Total Automatic Color,
tour while Miss Blalock won In
on the front side to finish with (Only game scheduled)
stereo, radios and tape recorders
glit SCALE. II
on the women's tour. tsburgh's offense died, scoring
834,000
•••• •I /I
only 16 points. But the Condors a 40.
all at great savings All great gifts
Monday's Games
• - Each has three years of
,
Tommy Aaron and Bert Floridians vs. Virginia at
••
held on and a driving
defense
tours.
the
on
•l• I, I MI, ,
experience
MIR.,
layup by George Thompson Yancey tied for third place at Norfolk
NI41.1
followed by a free throw iced 277, Ralph Johnston finished at Carolina at Utah
Alan Dick of Indiana caught
278, Julius Boros and Grier (Only games scheduled)
25 passes in Big Ten games in the win for Pittsburgh.
Brisker was the game's high Jones were at 290 and Bobby
1971 and five of them were good
scorer with 35 points. George Mitchell and Jerry Heard were
for touchdowns
Phone 753 751'
Sl4OE STORE
Quarterback Craig Curry of
Carter scored 25 and Thompson at 281.
Seven races with $100,000 in
The
.
tour
Minnesota
now
until
adjourns
the
paced the Big Ten in
with 22.
purse value will be held at the finished
* Open Every Night Until 8 P.M. *
Al Tucker was high for the , Los Angeles Open which starts total offense with 2,071 yards
Downtown, Murray
Yonkers. N Y . harness racing
and 17 touchdowns
6
Jan
24.
vrith
Floridians
track in 1972.

BY
The
entertai
Saturda
decision
very we
large c
The g
the first
Smith
to give
lead.
6-9 Step
7-0 cente
Redbird
na
Tbe Ra
and pull
Les Tayl
left in the
second
grabbed
Racers o
from und
was hol
Mancini
went off

C.W. Post 72-22, Boardwalk Bowl Bob

Goalby Takes
Bahamas National

1

Pittsburgh
Wins Fourth
St

Fr
sIJ

Magincava.c.

SAVE

By
Coach
Racers,
freshmen
back Sa
Southeas
College 9
Murray
and were
Falcons
Illinois.
Coleman
hand of A
the sho
Falcons.
The Bob
21 lead
to 39-22 •
half. But
Falcons

$50

A comforting thought

IFFIES'

Deluxe Astro-Sonic 4-pc.
Stereo FM/AM Radio-Phono
Custom Component System

By Lail
Eas
A

•

Baltimore
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Atlanta
Wes

29995

s4yE
$101

Milwaukee
Chicago
Phoenix
Detroit

Holiday Specials event!

Los Angel
Seattle
Golden S
Houston
Portland

Leach's Music & TV

New York
Boston 96
Houston 1
Los Angel
Only g

Dixieland Shopping Center

4Rfloadi

I

No ga

TarrrIZTIVIMInarlITIVIIITIZUVRIZ171714nnitinr

ITS11-41nrinnrigirzravirRITIMMItir41111rirrinZ

3rd & Maple

Boston
New York
Philadelp
Buffalo

CRASS FURNITURE

Phone 753 3621

AA*

1

100% Nylon Living Room Suites $ 12995
Naugahyde Living Room Suites $ 12995
Bed Room Suites
$ 15995
w/l!Px
95
to 1 14995BEDDING
Mis-Match
setttr, ttftetteeix
ettettettettoteetttivtitteet

2-Piece
2-Piece

3-Piece

Values

l!tritttItt

Springs and
Innerspring Mattress
ttttitoteel,wittrrriNtettott
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S
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Taylor Paces Racers To Win
Over Illinois With 24 Points

FIKAY, KENTUCKN

Brad Park Scores Hat
Trick To Lead Rangers

MONDAY—DECEMBER 13, 1971

In Pro Football

Blanda Runs Out Of Miracles
As Kansas City Wins Division

time when I got that last one."
By MARTIN LADE.R
BY ?JOKE BRANDON
Mancini calmly hit both ends of rally to within 57-53 on a 20 footer
Gilbert, reaching the 20-goal
UPI Sports Writer
The Murray State Racers the one plus situation
and the by Collins with 11:43 remaining to In a book he has just plateau for the seventh time in
entertained
Illinois
State Racers carried a 40-37 lead into be played in the game.
authored, Brad Park takes his career, Gene Carr and
By JOE CARNICELL1
more beat Miami 14-3 Saturday threw TD passes to John Fuqua
Saturday night and took a 85-74 the dressing room.
Over the next six minutes reporters to task for asking Bruce MacGregor scored the
UPI Sports Writer
to take a half-game lead in the and Ron Shanklin to rally
decision over their guests in a
First half stats found the Murray outscored Illinois State such "dumb" questions as other New York goals while
George Blanda ran out of AFC East but the Chiefs' Pittsburgh
Cincinnati.
past
very well played game before a Racers blistering
the nets 14 16-3 and held a 73-56 lead on "how do you feel" to a player Nick Harbaruk scored on a miracles and the Oakland victory assured both teams of Bradshaw threw a 40-yard
large crowd in the fieldhouse. times on 25 tries for a
scorching Starks layup that came at the who has scored a hat trick.
Raiders are champs no more. playoff berths.
Power play for Pittsburgh.
scoring pass to Fuqua and hit
The game washed six times in .560 per centage.
At the time he wrote the
Murray 547 mark. Illinois State could
Gump Driven From Game
Blanda, the 44-year-old water- Cleveland, which clinched the Shanklin with a five-yardere:,
the first half before 6-6 Jim outrebounded the much taller managed
to come within only book, the 23-year-old New York Ed Van Impe and Bill back-place kicker who had AFC Central title last week, after Ralph Anderson's inter-/
Smith popped a 15 foot jump shot Redbirds 16-13 in the half. Taylor nine
points as the Racers picked defensernan had never scored Clement, playing in his second rescued the Raidrs time after edged New Orleans 21-17 in the ception.
to give the Illinois men a 19-17 scored 15 in
the half to lead all up their second win of the season three goals in a game, even in NHI. game, scored first-period time last season, couldn't do it only inter-conference game.
Bo Scott and Leroy Kelly.
lead.
Two
baskets
by scorers while All-America Doug compared with one setback.
the junior ranks. However, be goals to give Philadelphia its Sunday and the Raiders' four- John Brodie threw 23 yards plunged for short-yardage TDB
5-9 Stepney Bacon and a tipin by Collins led Illinois State with
12. The Racers shot an unbeatable. took care of that dilemma winning margin against Mon- year reign as American Foot- for one score and ran five for and defensive tackle Walter ,
7-0 center Ron deVries upped the Ron Williams, Bill Mancini and
.596 from the field by connecting Sunday night by beating Pit- treal. Marc Tardif scored in the ball Conference Western Divi- another to keep San Francisco's Johnson recovered a fumble in
Redbird lead to 25-19 with 7:39 Les
Taylor
all
scored on 31 field goals in 52 attempts. tsburgh goalie Jim Rutherford third period for the Canadiens, sion champions ended with a 16- playoffs hopes alive. The victory
the end zone for another score
remaining in the half.
buckets at the outset of the Illinois State converted just 30 of three times as the Rangers who have lost two and tied one 14 loss to the Kansas City left the Forty Niners percento spark Cleveland over the
The Racers began to fight back second half and the Racers pulled r for a chilly
of three meetings with the Chiefs.
ripped the Penguins 6-1.
.390 mark.
tage points behind first place Saints.
and pulled within one, 33-32 on to a 46-37 lead over the highly Murray won
Naturally, someone asked Flyers.
Otis Taylor caught four Los Angeles, which takes on
the battle of the
Les Taylor's free throw with 2:14 regarded Redbirds.
•
boards by grabbing 39 rebounds Park: "How does it feel to Former Bruins Ivan Boldirev crucial passes and was award- Washington tonight in a crucial
left in the half. Taylor missed the
The Racers continued to play a while Illinois State managed 31. score a hat trick —or is that a and Wayne Carleton both ed an interference call on encounter for both teams.
second shot and Mark House smooth and deliberate brand of Mancini and Starks
EXPERIENCE THE
.z
scored against their old mates another as the Chiefs drove 90
each had 10 dumb question?"
Dempiey's Field Goals
grabbed the rebound and put the basketball and with 16:10 left to rebounds while Taylor had
seven. "Unbelievable," Park an- as California beat Boston for yards to the Oakland three John Brockington became RIDE THAT EARNED
Racers on top for good with a shot play, Coach Cal Luther's men Illinois State fouled 29
times in swered with a big grin, "and the second time this season and before Jan Stenerud kicked a only the fourth rookie in NFL MERCURY MONTEGO
from under the basket. Murray were holding a 12 point ad- the game while
stupid snapped the Bruins' 12-game 10-yard field goal with 1:34 left history to gain more than 1,000
the Racers picked how's that for a
was holding a 38-37 lead when Bill vantage, 55-43.
answer?"
up 18.
unbeaten string. Another Cali- to play. The victory gave yards as he led the Packers THE CAR OF THE
Mancini was fouled as the born Illinois State refused to play From the free throw line
Park's Hat Trick
fornia scorer
was
Bobby Kansas City its first divisional over Chicago. Brockington, who YEAR AWARD!
went oft ended the first half. dead though and managed to Murray shot 21-39 for a poor
.590 It was a big night all around Sheehan, who comes from title since 1966 and also insured scored one TI) gained 62 yards
while the
Redbirds of for the Rangers, who stretched Weymouth, Mass. Ken Hodge Baltimore and Miami, running to push his season's total to
The first personalB1( omington cashed in on 14 of 19 their first place lead in the and Phil Esposito scored for 1-2 in the AFC East, of playoff 1,032.
size car with the
East Division to three points Boston.
for a good 684 clip.
berths.
Tom Dempsey kicked four
Doug Collins led the Illinois over Montreal and Boston, both The Black Hawks drove Blanda replaced Daryle La- field goals and Pete Liske
ride of a big car.
State scoring with 28 points. The upset on
the road
The Gump Worsley from the game monica at quarterback in the threw a 69-yard TD pass to
6-4 tun.= from Benton, Illinois Canadiens dropped
a
44 during a ftveegoal outburst in second quarter with the Chtek Barold Jackson as the rear,'"-----(an old high school foe of Les decision to the Philadelphia the first period, four of them leading 10-0 and for a while, it gent Eagles beat the crumbling
tST
Taylor
hit on 12 of 30 shots from Flyers and the Bruins fell coming against the 42-year-old seemed like last season all over Cardinals. Dempsey, dropped
By MIKE BRANDON
points and the half ended 39-26
before the California Golden veteran. Dennis Hull scored two again. The "miracle man" by New Orleans earlier this
the field.
Coach Kayo Willis' Baby with Murray in front.
1972
Taylor paced Murray with 24 Seals 4-2.
Racers, after losing to the SIU In the second half the Baby
of the goals and Chico Maki marched the Raiders to two year, hit on field goals of 27, 22,
The Chicago Black Hawks and Bobby Hull picked up one touchdowns, the second a one- 24 and a club record 54 yards.
ftv..shrnen last week, bounced Racers began to pull away. Willis points while Ron Williams
EGO
MERCURY
mo
RCTURY
back Saturday night and defeated began to use a two man trap on followed with 17. Mancini hit moved four points up On each before
Robert Holmes' two-yard TD
Worslegt was yard plunge by Mary Hubbard
Southeastern Illinois Junior the Falcon ballhandler and the double figures by scoring 12. Minnesota in the West Division replaced by Cesare Maniago, after Gerald Irons blocked run with 24 seconds left gave
College 91-63.
CAN 051)4 WEAN
Baby Racers took advantage of Steve Barret rounded out the by beating the North Stars, 5-3, who permitted the final Hawk Jerrel Wilson's punt attempt at Houston its victory over Buffalo
scoring-for Shiestartere by 'Ailing and in kise only other game goal -by Pit Martin.
the Chiefs' 26. But Kansas City and assured the Bills of the No.
Murray took a quick 4-0 lead the heighth adlentage and
played, the Toronto Maple Breakaway goals by Ron had its own miracle man in 1 pick in the February pro
and were never challenged by the galloped to a lead of 75-50 with for nine points
Mark House and Steve Brown Leafs defeated the Buffalo Ellis and Jim Harrison in the Taylor.
Falcons from Harrisburg, 6:42 remaining in the game.
football draft. The Bills are 1Jim Intercepts Pass
Illinois. The board strength of
12.
third period snapped a 2-2 tie
Willis emptied the bench in the turned in excellent reserve Sabres 4-2.
Available in nine
Len Dawson threw piMqP9 of John Hadl's four TD passes,
Coleman and Jamison and the hot closing minutes of the ballgarne. performances and scored six
Park's first two goals came and gave Toronto its victory
beautiful
models.
points apiece Both House and on
16,
9,
15
and
hand of Adell were too much for
4
yards
to
over
including
Taylor
a
Buffalo.
77-yarder to Gary
identical 50-foot slapshots
and cornerback Jimmy Warren Garrison, sparked San Diego
the shorter and outnamed Mike Coleman led the Racers Brown made a strong impression from the
left point during
with 30 points while T.C. Jamison on the large crowd.
was called for interference, over Denver The four TD See and drive "The Car
Falcons.
power plays within a 3:14 span ROWERS AT LUXOR
Tonight the Racers host the late in
giving the Chiefs a 29-yard gain passes put Hadl into the league of the Year"
The Baby Racers zipped to a 32- burned the nets for 2/. Jamison
the
today at:
second
period
and he CAMBRIDGE, Mass. 1UP!)— to the Raider
12. Stenerud's lead in that department with 21
21 lead and had widened the gap lt on 10 of 14 shots from the field. Catamounts of Western Carolina. completed the
hat trick by Harvard and Yale have reDarnell
Adell
18
fired
while
in
deciding field goal came four for the season.
Gametime will be 7 30 p to
to 39-22 with 1:04 left in the first
converting a Rod Gilbert pass ceived permission from the Ivy
half. But 6-1 David Ellis of the Ronnie Redmon chipped in with
Wise's Recovery
at 2:30 of the final session for League to participate in races plays later.
Jim Kearney sealed Oak- Phil Wise's fumble recovery
Falcons scored four straight 10. Ellis led Southeastern with 15
his 10th goal of the season.
later this month in Egypt land's fate when he intercepted on the New England one and
while Herman Dumas scored 14. Illinois State
37 37-74
515 S. 12th Street
during the annual Nile River Blanda's pass at the Chiefs' 43 Steve Tannen's deflected punt
Fred Kendall also hit double Murray State
40 45-95 "I wasn't looking for
the hat Festival.
NBA Standings
figures by popping 12 points.
with 31 seconds left.
Illinois State (74)—Witt, 8, trick after the
set up a pair of scores as the
Phone 753-4791
first two goals," Eight-man teams from OxBy United Press International
"The team depends on me to Jets stopped the Patriots for
Collins 28, Smith 11, Murray 4, de Park
BETTER IDEAS
said.
"We
had
a
The
Baby
threeRacers
host
the
two
Cambridge
and
from
ford,
Eastern Conference
make the big catch," said the sixth straight time at home.
Vries 10, Bacon 4, Fox 8 and goal lead
MAKE
BETTER CARS
and
I
didn't
Paducah
want
to
Community
College
Egyptian University will join Taylor. "I know I've got to be Wise recovered Carl Garrett's
Atlantic Division
Weaver I
give anything away and I didn't Harvard and Yale for meets at
tonight
in
the Murray State
W. L. Pet GB Indians
th
one that pulls 'ern out of the fumble to set up John Riggins'
451—Barret 9, want to be caught out of
Esoston
Luxor, Egypt, Dec. 19 and at hole —and that gives me TD
18 12 600 ... preliminary game beginning at Williams 17, Starks 11, Taylor 24,
plunge
Tannen's
and
position.
fortunate
I
was
to
be
5:30
p.m.
Paducah,
supposedly
New York
16 12 571 1
confidence. I like to think I had blocked punt set the stage for
Mancini 12, House 6 and Brown 6. in the right place at the right Cairo Dec. 22.
one
of
the
toughest junior college
Philadelphia
14 15 .483 3/
1
2
Warren beat pretty good on Bobby Hovrfield's 42-yard field
Buffalo
11 16 .407 5/
'
1
2 teams in the nation, defeat.
that interference can. Whether goal.
Southeastern Illinois College two
Central Division
he tripped me intentionally, I Terry Bradshaie, benched
W. L. Pet GB weeks ago in a hard fought 93-80
don't know, but it was a clear until late in the third quarter,
contest.
Baltimore
11 17 .393
penelty."
BY DON CARS
Southeastern
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NEW MEXICO STATE
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Boston 96 Cincinnati 83
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gain the title. Roger Staubach
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NORTH TEXAS
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The beautiful
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COOK-A-HEAD SET
CORNING WARE
4 Petite Pans with covers. 1--27s
qt. Sauce Pan with lid open stock
price $17.85. Corning Special price

$12.88 our price close-out $9.88
Paris, Tennessee
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BOERJES' RECORD
KONGSBERG, Norway (UPI)
— Swedish sprinter Hasse
Boerjes Sunday became the
first official world overall
record holder for speed skating
sprinters in an international
competition. Boerjes set a
mark for 500 meters with a
time of 39.6 seconds and tied
for first place in the 1,000meter rare with a time of one
minute, 23 4 seconds
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Canada returns U.S. slap

India's socialism seen starting war
Gandhi's recent six -nation
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
European tour and her visit to
Service
News
Copley
United States, the Indian
the
NEW YORK — "War is
a full
wrong and an unmitigated army was ordered on
evil," wrote the assassinated alert.
The purpose of the trip was to
Indian leader, Mahatma
whether India could
determine
however
cause,
"No
Gandhi.
launch a hill-scale
successfully
just, can warrant the ireliswithout
crinunate slaughter that is war against Pakistan
intervention of the European
•
on.going
India has turned its back on nations or the United States.
by cutting
Gandhi's teachings by waging Washington obliged
military
and
aid
economic
war against Pakistan. The
careful preparation for this ag- spare parts to Pakistan.
Throughout her overseas
gression is still being concealed
by the nation's prune minister, tour, Mrs. Gandhi denied that
her cotntry was prepartng to
Mrs. Indira Gandhi.
For those who never bought make war on Pakistan. Howthe bogus claims that India was ever, Last summer India's Ina -non-violent' and "neutral" stitute for Defense Studies and
nation, New Delhi's new ag- Analyses released a "white
gression conses as no surprise. paper" which stated: "War is
Exactly one decade ago, in De- abhorrent but those that adcember, 1961, New.Delhi seized vocate a policy of noriaction
the Perniguese enclave in India Pave not put forward a reasonknown as Goa while the world able solution to ow problem."
While Pakistan is not blamelooked Car 121 silence. This
seizure came at the same time less, Indian socialiwn must be
that Indian troops, under a seen as the major spark that
United Nations command, has set off the current conflict.
were in the Belgian Cong It is little realized that most of
-putting down a threat to the the leading Indian intellectuals
were educated by British
peace."
Now, a decade later, India Fabian Socialists.
Ever since India's indepenhas escalated its iegreiaion in
a elearly'coricealed campaign dence in 1947, socialism has
to effect a final solution to the been the major thrust of the
14-year conflict between Windt country with disastrous results.
India and Moslem Pakisoms Despite the failures of one fives Earlier this year when a -"Oar'plan after another, India
guerrilla insurgency broke out has moved more and more
in East Pakistan ( a conflict toward'communism under the
India had helped fuel by train- banner of socialism.
Some $9 billion in U.S. foring ind arms+, Mrs. Gandhi
*Delauned it was an interna- eign aid and a $50 billion a year
tional threat to the peace. After economy — the 10th largest in
Kew Delhi signed a 20-year the world — is being eaten up
a_Sosia&fgoyernrnent that
friendship pacl with the Soviets
this summer, Mrs. Gandhi de- camot provide even bare susclared that the fighting in East tenance for its 550 million
Pakistan was an "Internal People
The fnoves Mrs Z;andhi has
flatter,"
Moreover, prior to Mrs. made to nationalize segments

of India's economy have
frightened off foreign investments from a country that has
many assets, among them
cheap labor. Instead of
abandoning her bankrupt Socialist schemes, Mrs. Gandhi's
government has pushed for
more and more state planning
and control over the economy.
Turning her nation toward war
with Pakistan is an age-old
tactic adopted by dictatorships
of the past
Pakistan is, without question,
a military oligarchy, but India
is far from being the
democracy sbe clauns to be. In
fact, her making war on Pakistan seems calculated to turn
the Indian people's attention
away from their domestic woes
— as nationalist Socialist
regimes in Germany and Italy
did in Europe in an earlier part
of this century.
British historian C. Northcote Parkison observed that
anyone who held to socialism
long enough would eventually
end up in the Communist camp.
The Indians' signing a 10-year
agreement with the Soviets
illustrates this point.
"The Socialist is a fitfully
feeble character," Dr Parksson adds, -a propagandist of
abstract virtues which he does
Ant este( exemplify, pointing to
a road which he does not even
Nothing better describes the
polies! and personality of Mrs.
Gandhi than this tiling statement. Perhaps someday we
will discover the real origins of
war in Ais maw;. Thee
not caused by capitalism, but
by socialism.
And a subsidiary observes'
Um: An Indian woman as a
warmaker also challenges the

assertion of American Women's liberation that if females
were in charge of government,
we would have a world without
war
NEW YORK (ED) — Home
fashion textiles are more exciting today than at any time in
recent history — what with colorful. dramatic upholstery fabric-, draperies, and printed carpeting, a newcomer on the scene,
is expected to wield great influence in home fashions in the
next several years,
flow are carpets printed! Two
systems are currently used
screen printing and Stalwart
ptinting. In the latter, sponges
ar. ,trrantred on the rollers in
tht -hape of the design to be
rei,,ated. The use of sponges,
rather than direct contact with
engraved rollers, permits greater penetration of the dye along
the entire depth of the fiber pile
and keeps fiber damage to a
minimum. As in fabric printing,
the sire of the design repeat is
limited to the circumference of
-- the roffet-.
The other method for printing
BORED FIREMEN
large-scale screen
HOUTON (UPI)—Nine volun- carpets isEnormous
screens, as
printing.
teer firemen have been charged large as four feet wide and fifa huge
permit
with starting fires in the teen feet long.
southeast sections of the city pattern repeat.
Most carpet currently used
allegedly to relive their bore- for printing is made -of nylon,
dom.
although some polyester, acrylic
G. L. Caldwell, an arson and polypropylene printed carare available. Nylon is more
investigator with the Houston pets
prevalent because it accepts dyes
Fire Department, said the men more readily than other manwere members of the Genoa made fibers. However, polyesVolunteer Fire Department, a ter's availability in staple oritcut
a
pile constructions makes
small community inside the suitable
carpet fiber. Celanese
city limits. All nine signed and other fiber producers are
confessions to starting fires developing deep-dye variants to
include in their polyester famidated back to 1968 and one said lies.
tie set the blazes for "kicks."
Dyes are fixed onto printed
"He liked to see the red light carpets with atmospheric steamto difand hear the siren," Caldwell ing. This causes the colorthe
fibfuse evenly throughout
d.
surface
the
on
et
stili has a tendency to rub off.
Lee Howley of Cleveland, The heat subsequently used to
rOhio is president of Ducks Un- cure the latex backing applied
to printed carpets helps overlimited.
come this problem.
GREEK MAYOR JAILED
ATHENS (UPII—A
court
sentenced former Piraeus Mayor George Kyriakakos Friday to
five months in prison on
conviction of hiring musicians
for the Piraeus Philharmonic
Orchestra without demanding
from the musicians certificates
assuring their political loyalty.
The law under which Kirakakos was convicted was passed
during the civil war between
the Communists and Nationalist
forces after World War II and
designed to make sure all
were
government employes
loyal to king and country.

PAC,.

OTTAWA — The famed 3,000mile undefended U. &-Canada
border is looking a bit
bedraggled these days as the
two nations exchange economic
broadsides across the boundary.
Some officials in Ottawa say
relations with the United States
are the worst in decades and
ewe External Affairs Minister
Mitchell Sharp admits that the
old easy relationship has gone.
The change was brought into
focus initially by President
Richard Nixon's 10 per cent
surtax on many Canadian
exports to the United States.
Canadians, accustomed to
from
treatment
special
Washington, just couldn't
believe it.
They were finally convinced
when Secretary of the Treasury
John Connally made it clear
that in its economic measures,
the United States was aiming
deliberately at Canada just as
much as it was at Japan and
other countries. It was pointed
out that Canada was enjoying a
huge balance of trade advantage and was getting much
the better deal out of the U. S.Canada auto pact.
Now, Ottawa has fired back
at Washington and this
Canadian message has not
been liked by American
authorities. The action from
here has been to refuse to
permit the export at this time
of any more natural gas to the
United States.
There is a great shortage of
gas across the border and to
meet this it had been planned to
export an additional 2.7 trillion
cubic feet of gas from Alberta.
The National Energy Board
turned down the proposal on
the ground that Canada doesn't

have enough natural gas
reserves for her own future
needs
The Energy Board is an
independent federal body but in
the context of the current
troubles with Washington, it is
being widely assumed here that
its refusal to permit more gas
sales across the border
represents the policy of the
government of Prime Minister
Pierre Trudeau.
this
over
Resentment
Canadian action is felt not only
in the United States, but in
Alberta, which loses out on a
billion-dollar gas sale. Alberta
Premier Peter Isougheed wants
the Energy Board decision
reviewed as provincial gas
company executives insist
there is plenty of fuel available
for home needs and those of the
United States,
The Energy Board noted
there were large reserves in
the far north and arctic regions
but observed that these would
not be available for years to
come.
more
be
may
There
economic blows hack and forth
across the border. The United
States wants to revise the auto
pact with Canada. Feared even
more here would be imposition
of a program which would
subsidize exports of home U. S.
companses to the disadvantage
of American subsidiaries in
Canada
Sharp says the United States
is changing and no one seems to
know just which way she is
going to turn. "There seems to
be a kind of family quarrel
going on in the United States as
to where the maim is heading
in economic, financial a^id
political terms," he said. -All

we can du is sit on the sidelines
and hope for the best."
But American observers
aren't convinced the change is
all south of the border. They
point to new trends in Canadian
foreign policy — closer links
with mainland China and the
Soviet Union. They also have
been watching with careful
attention the development of a
much more nationalistic attitude by Canada itself.
LADY MILKMAN
DARTMOUTH, N.S. IAPi —
Beverley Himes likes people
and the outdoors so what better
job could she find than delivering milk for a dairy'
Mrs. Nimes, 29. said she
would stagnate if she was "put
behind a desk and saw nothing
but files." She drove a drycleaning firm's truck in Thunder Bay, Ont. for three years
before returning here in 1969
She says that for a married
woman with two school-age
children delivering milk is almost the perfect job

BORGE TOOK,A CHANCE
NEW YORK (AP) — Pianist
comedian Victor Borge says
he's made close to $2 million in
oil, real estate. farming and
other business ventures.
I've been terrifically
lucky, he says "About 10
years ago I performed at
a theater, working for a 25 per
cent interest in a Kentucky oil
instead
well still to be dug
of a flat fee
"The well started producing
right away It's still going, and
so I've made 8300.000 from it
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Good fortune tellers

!i
l

GOOD FORTUNE TELLER?
Sounds like...sounds like,,,a fortune teller who predicts only good things for
your future? Right"
Here at the Extraordinary Bank our Good Fortune Tellers want you to tell
them what your future should hold. Then they'll set the wheels in motion to make
your dreams come true.
We do extraordinary things for you daily here--like lining your clouds with
silver and crossing your palms with money.
Only the Extraordinary Bank has Good Fortune Tellers for you. Come in today
and tell a Good Fortune Teller what he or she can do for you.
It is extraordinary what we can do for you if you let us. TRY US!

Nardis of Dallas
1300 Corinth
Dallas, Texas

'74"
You'll step out smartly in our latest coat
dress by Nardis.
Dacron

e

Custom tailored of 100%

!
:

polyester doubleknit in the pebble-

stone pattern.
or Apricot.

Colors of Willow; Oatmeal;

5izes

a to 20.

• ir

)The Extritordinor) It:Iiik
L
clitioNP- PEOPLES IBANK
A.

(ftenutiii lorban
vq)oppr Mayfield, Ky.
Murray Hwy.
111M110.0111ms. 11011, imp.0 4sam.

•it. ones_
•

MURRAY

m

KY.

Three Convenient Locations . . .
Main Branch
500 Main

South Branch
12th & Story

North Branch
12th & Chestnut..?

all.▪04111110.011

4
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, OPEN
10p.m. i

YOU CAN'T BEAT THIS FOR
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Monday- Saturday

11I14<04.

12:30-6 p.m.
Sundays

;11119C7

CENTRAL7141
SHOPPING
CENTER

MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

*up

* PRICES GOOD MON TUES.-WED., DECEMBER 13-14-15 *

BANKAMFRICARD
vhewsr At )1

LADIES
DRESSES

LADIES

Attractive, tailored look

GIRL'S
COATS

with zipper fr*t and

Several styles in

patch pocked. Top

100% POLYESTER

100% ACRYLIC
Pretty prints in a

various fabrics.

stitched for accent.

LADIES
SWEATERS

BLOUSES

Lovely colors in a
feminine cardigan or
coat style sweater.
Sizes 34-40

wide variety of
colors. Cowl
neckline.
'Reg. '2.99

Sizes 3-14

Sizes 8-16.

$228

Regs6.96

arted producing
I still going, and
00,000 from it'

36

MEN'S VELOUR
SHIRTS

BOY'S KNIT
SHIRT

MEN'S KNIT
LACKS
No% POLYESTER
SOii

A

be!t

tjr".0:1-

Reg. '2.97

$696

2$5

An Ideal Gift
For Him!

SWEATERS
Popular V-neck pull over
n 70% lambswool, 30% Polyester
. Sizes S-M-L.

Reg. 7.88
$484
Asstd. Colors

100% POLYESTER KNIT

Reg
'14.97

Reg.

PORTABLE ELECTRIC HEATER

60- Wide Machine Washable
JUST IN TIME FOR HOLIDAY SEWING'

•Fan Forced •Automatic

5
2

3.88

$747

MEN'S

100% COTTON
50% Cotton
Fashion colors in solids
50% Polyester
or stripes. Sizes S-M-L-XL
Bold stripes. Gold,
blue, brown. Sizes 8-18

SAVE
AT
ROSES!

Reg. '8.88

1

Yds.$

383

BLEACHED MUSLIN

BLE 8TRACK STEREO
TAPE PLAYER
.Use in Home or Auto
•Built-In Speakers

Reg. 554

Hundreds of uses.
Ideal for quilts.

$4896
7-PIECE TEFLON II

5 Roll Package
50 Sq. Ft

Reg. 57

2

COOKWARE

Reg. 38'

BLANKET

3Yds,1

GIFT WRAP

$983

Reg.
10.92
Reg. Polyester & Rayon
1.97
72x90 Size

GIFT
BOWS

Warmth without weight!

$292

•25 Stick On
•Asstd. Colors

Reg. 57'

2

For

Iev

QUILTED BEDSPREAD
•Iwin Size

F

•Floral Taffeta
Adds color and charm to
your. bedroom.

Reg. '12.88

$397
0401
!ic e
';:t

SMARTY
PANTS
ou Talk, She Answers!
Even says "I
love you
Mommy''

COASTER WAGON

MECHANICAL TRAIN

.Sturdy Construction
•Hard Rubber Tires
•Heavy Du

Reg. Reg.
'12.84 9.96

Complete with steam type locomotive,
tender, gondola, caboose, curved
track.

Reg.
54.47
Save
at
Roses!

83

BASKETBALL
GOAL SET
Extra strong
durable backboard,
goal, net and
steel pole for
9 6
mounting.
s2Reg..9

$2488
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Come on in, make your
selection. See one of our
friendly sales clerks and
lay-away your items for
Xmas., __
a.

;001••••••Ia

-

••••..."411..

UI

a bold

for MENnew fragrance
ttlahasts ail
day.

POLAROID'S

"Big Shot

iktvrfgoile
"See 'N Serve

CAMERA
•

WEST
BEND

$ 14
88
III

For the best in portraits!

BIG SHOT

••• 1••••••

III

tI

'I

AUTOMATIC CORN POPPER

1

* SEE IT POP!

4-Quart

_

Just In Time for
Xmas Giving!
IN

IN

$ 88

Regular
'6.00 Value!

88

$

ria

(1-74

Regular '19." Value
III

$t!L\

* SERVE IT HOT!

•

Capacity
WEST
BEND

POLAROID'S

Continental

PARTY COFFEE PERCOLATOR

•

Square Shooter
88
44 $27

sgto
For perfect
pictures every
'34' Value
day!
III

POLAROID FILM

30 Cup Capacity
Pb
Party Cqlors.
Poppy Red
141‘c,e
and
Avocado
Brews A Perfect Pot Of Coffee Every Time!

88

A
POLAROID COLORPACK
TYPE 108 LAND FILM
/of

itcott

$
38
8
*41$.1

Regular 55.49

$

1

96

Y

KODAK
SMILE SAVER CAMERA
()
* Easy To Operate!
$ 1 :88
s24.95 Value
L

CX 126

CX127

J

t•

$ 126

86;
86

LOWEST
PRICES
IN
TOWN
ON
FILM
DEVELOPING

!I!

MOVIE FILM and All Types of
FLASH BULBS and FLASH
CUBES
Get An Ample Supply of Film
to Capture Christmas!!
•1•0 Ne•ff• ••••mI
IMP••111 I=••MD

m•••• ••••
En•

—.—

•

WO•

MI

IIII MM.an

I.

4,

an

gm • as

•I••.11, .10•41.•

•••••

IOUTAII
NRIDAL
III
II

Spray Mist

Regular it
'2.50
Value

Dusting
Powder
All Fragrances

COTY

4

6 MAW

1 88
8 DWAO

v$5a.Olu0e $3
88

6.
II

'

411/
V
I
10111r4•45

f

hi

DECORATIVE MOD ART
SMOKERS
in

52

'

Many Styles

s15()

alliLiAllia

gift
of Kodak
film

Regular '1.25

•MD

Per
Pair

,
I

'

'6.00
$388
Value

Regular $3
28
'5.00
Value

AU Fragrances

4:1140040att, '
Petneloth44,

Bea
Stocking
Stuffer
Give a

Regular '1.25

CX620
III

COTY

(
(

1.95 Value
20 Prints
_

CHANTILLY
SPRAY MIST

Low
Price

.4.. h.

•

46

Regular 99' Value
oloaaut 0,

SIN('

AMBUSH - TABU $3.75Valuee2
NOW 40
Spray
Heaven sent
'.
450 Value

Buy Them
By the
Dozen al)
This
LOW

Regular '3.10

GET YOUR KODAK FILM HERE.

BRUT
The Favorite All Purpose
Lotion for Men

You've
Seen
Them
On TV

POLAROID TYPE 107
BLACK AND WHITE FILM

-at•

WE HAVE A VERY FINE SELECTION!

by

!
Con "4
11004,

FAVORITE
FRAGRANCES

FOR THE "HIMS" AND "HERS" ON YOUR LIST

P'

ni

rs.‘

NC •;,..

$ 1 288
0
(.(/ ta.-,

ALL BOXED
LAUREL

CHRISTMAS +9
CARD
•

M.
•in. •••OW

MR•ft/ •••••1M

IM

•••

2PRICE
•••.
e

NM ••MO •1•1 1 .1.

1•111M Mee

10 DIAM(

Early American Pot
Belly Stove - Horses
Head - And Many
More!

IM 1.1 I.• UM

Compare Anywhere
at '19.95

•

II
t•

11. ••• 9 MI MN 9••

OM 11.1 •
• •••• ••• OP•011•
ION
•••• ma

MOO
•

••Il I IM OE •
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FOR COOKBOOK collectors
-and that's every woman who
spends time home at the range

-there are some great volumes
on bookshop shelves for Christmas giving. Many cater to ethnic tastebuds.
In this category, French
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SINGER DINAH SHORE hits a new beat as author of
cookbook called "Someone's In The Kitchen With Dinah'

cookbooks seem to be in the
majority. There are three of
special interest:
• "The Henri Charpentier
Cookbook" (Price/Stern;
Sloan) includes not just the
recipes but the memoirs of the
famed French chef. It's filled
with name-dropping recipes Chicken Diamond Jim Brady,
Chops Enrico Caruso, Petite
Marmite Sarah Bernhardt, as
well as other dishes created for
famous friends and pavons.
The memoirs provide delicious
tidbits, including the story of
how Crepes Suzette were created (accidentally for the
Prince of Wales) and named
(for Suzette, the lady dining
with him).
• "Feasts of France" by Antoine Gilly and Jack Denton
Scott (Crowell) is a treasury of
gourmet recipes-French haute
cuisine as well as the more robust dishes of the French countryside. There are no shortcut
tricks here but good basic procedure. The recipes are detailed, easy to follow and often
include advice on the little
touches that determine the
success of one's efforts—appropriate wines, suitable garnishes, etc.
• "Masterpieces of French
Cuisine" with introduction and
text by Francis Amunategui
(Macmillan) is a chef's tour of
France's finest restaurants. The
recipes are divided into regions beginning with Part, and
going on to 29 areas from Picardy to the Pyrenees. This magnificent collection not only tells
you how to prepare 200 specialties of the house but where
to dine when in France and
what to order.
• "The Ikrmerillin Cookbook"
by Rachel Hogralan (Atheneum) is a family affair, including some delightful illustrations
by the author's daughter, Nonny
Hogrogian, as well as recipes
that have been in the family
for always. Turkish, Greek,
Persian and Arabic foods are
part of Armenian cuisine, so
the book provides excellent recipes for shish kebab, kufta
(chopped meat with stuffing),
pilaf and pakhlava flaky, manylayered nut-filled pastry).
While most ingredients can be
found in supermarkets, there
is a directory of Near Eastern
specialty shops for the more exotic needs.
• "The Complete Greek Cook
Book" by Theresa Karas Ylani•
los (Funk & Wagnall) is a gggst
aid for the hostess, for redlies
such as Pastltso (macaronimeat casserole),Moussaka (eggplant-meat casserole) and Dialmathes (stuffed grape leaves)

I"!

III
!
!
I
III

III

When Thoughts Turn To Love...
Lovers Turn To ROGERS
A
A
.

Luxurious
Solitaire
Diamond Set

S.

18

III

ea

16
8

I'S
isi
!I!

•r
,

p.m.=

$339'
95

ROGERS
fabulous

41
'
•

4 DIAMONDS
Sparkling diamonds
In uniquely styled
bridal "159
.95
P.ir
4°

5taniust.
DIAMONDS

6 DAMON

$109.95
VRIX.1

ni
NI
NI

PAY
WEEKLY

Luxurious Styling,
Affordable Prices!
Come in soon, select
from Lorch's complete
collection of fine dia
moods in all price
ranges
Convenien'
credit terms can be
arranged to suit your
individual budget re
gutrements

811

HI
III
III

(

PAY WEEKLY

HI

38

SOLITAIRE PAIR
1 4 K gold
bridal
ensemble
$169.95
*MEALY
'41W'
3-DIAMOND BRIDAL SET
LOrels heart setting aglow
radiant diamonds

MACHOS MIPS
Thus

Ss

$269.95

0:P1

allb*A.
4
**IL
A
11.1

PAY
WEEKIY

datlIFO
.

!II

6 DIAMONDS
Shir8111ering
dia
111101101 in unto
modern 14K gold

II

'''""*.$219.95

11 DiAmoNDs$179.95

WEEKLY
TERMS

MALY Wee*
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III

SOUTAIRE
BRIDAL PAIR
largo aeshing 411emane ear I., impres
▪
4-prona Were
•
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TERMS
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in ultra
modern
14K gold
bridal
ensemb4e

SOLITAIRE
BRIDAL SET $99-95

NI

38

CAPITAL TOUCH
4

Tide of illegal aliens
creates social problems

Foreign Fare Featured in New Cookbooks
By JOAN.O'SULLIVAN

10 DIAMONDS

WM,Min

"Young lesdoni"
THREESOME
MIMI 1169
.
95
TERNS 'r I

OVA 10*
MICE

tomato

$179.95
WEEKLY TERMS

PAY LATER ON OUR CONVENIENT TERMS

ROGERS
JEWELERS
The Quality Diamond .Siore of Paris
Paris, Tenn.

can be cooked ahead for a party,
then warmed-up for serving.
They'll feed a crowd—and the
crowd will come back for more.
Of several Greek cookbooks
available, this is one of the very
best.
• "The African Heritage
Cookbook" by Helen Mendes
(Macmillan) is a cultural chronicle as well as a guide to the
cuisine called Soul Food The
200 recipes include such favorites as chitterlings,shrimp gumbo, sweet potato pie, barbecued
spareribs, cracklin'cabbage and
sweet potato pone.
• "The Art of Belgian Cooking" by Sarah Miles Watts with

CHEF Henri Charpentier tells all his secrets
in a new, cookbook.
Rene Colau (Doubleday) begins
with soup (Cream of, Leeks)
and goes on to dessert (Brussels waffles, hit of the New
York World's Fair). In between
you'll find some great Belgian
stews and main dishes plus
some superb vegetable dishes
including, of course, Belgian
endive.
• "The Viennese Pastry
Cookbook" by Lilly Joss Reich
(Macmillan) is not for caloriecounters—at least not while
they're counting. There are 200
luscious desserts in this one,
each fabulous but fattening.
• "The Horizon Cookbook"
(American Heritage Press) is a
geographical and historical
cook's tour, including recipes
for the Madeleines that inspired
Proust to write -Remembrance
of Things Past" and the truffles
Madame de M,aintenon prepared for her husband, Louis
XIV. A fascinating paragraph
of fact or fancy introduces each
recipe, providing the hostess
with table talk when she
serves it.
• "Someone's in the Kitchen
with Dinah" (Doubleday) is
Dinah Shore's here-and-abroad
cooking diary. Recipes range
from those her mother made
to those begged and borrowed,
from famous friends or restaurants. Ameng the goodies are
Frank Sinatra's Fresh Tomato
Sauce for Spaghetti and Jack
Benny's Roast Chicken. The
recipes are good and so are the
tidbits of gossip Dinah sandwiches in between.
• "The Art of Sicilian Cooking" by Anna Muffoletto (Doubleday) is a treasury of Italian
recipes with a difference—not
coarse or heavy, they are sumptuous and spicy. Artichokes,
eggplant, olives, pasta, sausages, tomatoes, zucchini and
cheeses are the popular ingredients that spark the recipes—
and the appetite. The desserts
are tempting, too, including
Cassata, a layered brandied
sponge cake filled with a mix tore of cheese, chocolate and
candied fruit and topped off
with whipped cream.
• "Italian Family Cooking"
by Edward Giobbi (Random
House) is one man's family
recipe file—and what a file!
There are recipes here from his
mother, from a Sicilian neighbor,from his father's old friend
Tomasso, whose sauces were
the envy of every Italian housewife. Mr. Giobbi, a talented artist, delights in nourishing his
wife, children and friends on
home-grown vegetables and
herbs from his garden, homeraised chickens, ducks and rabbits, homemade wine from his
cellar. His enthusiasm for Italian cuisine makes this treasury
a memorable one.
• For those who are onto natural foods, there is "The Quick
slid Easy Raw Food Cookbook"
by Moira Hodgson (Grosset &
Dunlap), and "The Wonderful
World of Natural Food Cookery" by Eleanor Levitt(Hearthside). If they've really gone
back to the soil, they might enjoy "The How to Grow and
Cook It Book of Vegetables,
Herbs, Fruits and Nuts" by Jacqueline Heriteau (Hawthorn).

A GROWING LOCATION
ARLINGTON, Tex. (AP) The so-called mid-cities area
between Dallas and Fort Worth
is being transformed into a major tourist attraction for both
cities
Cow pastures and empts lots
are being converted to amusement parks and stadiums,
which some observers estimate
would bring in more than $100
million annually in another decade or less.
The past few months saw the
opening of Texas Stadium in
Irving as home of the Dallas
Cowboys, and the refurbishing
of Turnpike Stadium as home of
the incoming Washington Senators
Now You Know
By United Press Internatlowal
The hermit crab lives in
shells abandoned by other sea
creatures.
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By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON - Some
Jump ship. Some are smuggled
in. Some slip across the border.
Some enter legally but overstay their allotted time. But in
all cases they are part of the
continuing tide of illegal aliens
who come to America in search
of jobs and have remained to
create a massive social problem
How many are there? No one
knows. Thf, Immigration and
Naturalization Service picked
up 420,000 mine fiscal year that
ended June 30." Estimates of
those who didn't get caught
range up to two million.
Most are Mexicans, driven
north by poverty and the lure of
gringo gold - a few dollars
they hope to send back to their
families. They no longer seek
work only on border area
farms. Now they pour into Chicago, Los Angeles, Denver,
New York, Milwaukee and
other cities, seeking out employment in industry of any
type of job they can find.
Because they are poor and
desperate, the wages are
usually low and stripped of
fringe benefits.
They are exploited and so is
the United States. The aliens
take jobs that otherwise would
go to unemployed Americans.
They get on welfare roils and
use U.S. tax moneys. Some get
job training. It cost the United
States $35 million last year to
remove those apprehended
from the country. The cost
ranges from $50 to 2200 per person Some aliens do beat the system but the biggest gains presumably accrue to the employers who hire the aliens. This is
not illegal now but it may be
soon.
A study of the alien entry
problem launched by a House
judiciary subcommittee on immigration last May is more and
more pointing toward a crackdown on those who knowingly
hire illegal entriusta.
Present plans are to update

several pending bills, and submit them early next year after
the study is complete. The
legislation is expected to impose fines and-or imprisonment
on both the alien who unlawfully accepts employment and
those who knowingly hire him.

The
more
valuable
coupons you use
the more you
save
Take
the
coupons to any 5

conven,ent

"They (the aliens) are being
exploited at great lengths in
this country by people who
know that they are aliens - by
employers on whom we have
records of apprehending hundreds of aliens. They well know
they are aliens. They seek only
aliens."
While Mexicans represent 97
per cent of the illegal alien
problem, other groups are involved, too.
James L. Hennessey, executive assistant to the commissioner of immigration,says the
nulnber of foreign sailors who
decide to extend their shore
leave and jump ship has been
increasing steadily.

The program was abolished
when it was determined that
there was ample manpower in
the United States for such work
-a conclusion many farm employers still question.
But the Mexicans are coming
anyway. Rapidly increasing
population in Mexico and depressed economic conditions
have made them willing to accept the risks involved.
Because of the enhanced
border security imposed by the
Immigration Service and
Border Patrol, aliens pay
smugglers to get them into the
United States. A commonly
quoted going rate is $200 per
person. A total of 20,000 aliens
who tried this last year were
caught.
Leonard W Gilman, southwestern regional commissioner
of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, described
for the judiciary subcommittee
what happens to some of these

In 1962, there were 4,659 desertions; in 1969-6,356; in
- 8,548 and in 1971 - 9,200.
These are men of diverse nationalities.
Another problem is centered
in New York, where aliens
from the Caribbean area concentrate. Commissioner of Immigration Raymond F. Farrell
has reported that the most
widely used route is through
Puerto Rico.
Aliens board planes there in
transit to Canada, then get off
in New York. Many of these
have been able to get on welfare rolls. More than 300 aliens
are picked up in New York City
-every month.
Despite the uncertainty over
how many illegal aliens escape
detection, there is ample evidence that many get caught and usually quickly.

Hospital Report
December 9, 1971
ADULTS
85
NURSERY 5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS'
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Vivian Gail Gallimoreo
Rt. 4, Murray, Dan Marshall'
Price, 722 North State, Ri
III., James Russell Scott, Rt.
Murray, Jack Okie Sims, 415,
Cherry, Murray, Melody Anna
Buhler, 1509 Clayshire, Murray,
Jimmie Stewart McDougal, Rt. 8,
Benton, Mrs. Annis Marie
Parrish, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Avia
Opal, Garrison, 606 W. Meat
Murray, Mrs. Gladys Pauline
Medfoelf, Rt. I,- Springville,
Tenn., Richard Earl Edwards,
1307 Vine, Murray, Ronald
Wayne King, 401 S. 8th St.;
Murray, Kenneth Redden, Rt. 1.
Dexter, Willie Clay Elkins, Rt. 2.
Hazel, Mrs. Nancy May Paschall,
Rt. 4, Murray, William Tarnron
Eaker, National Hotel, Murray;
Mrs. Hazel Roberta Utterback,
410 S. 10th St., Murray, Mrs,
Minnie Lee Clayton ( expired);
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn..
FINED IN GRAVES
Robert Bruce Day of Box 42,
Murray, and Stephen Wayne
Durbin, Route Six, Murray, were
each fined $28.50 on a charge of
speeding in the Graves County
Court, according to the court
report published in the Mayfield
Messenger.

LAUNDRY 81 CLEANERS

"The Cleaner Interested In You"

BLANKETS

**SHIRTS

ea 99

LAUNDERED7

4

Bring any number You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners

Boone Cleaner
local lots

Regional Commissioner Gilman, whose area covers the env::
tire Mexican border, says 50)
per cent of the apprehensions,:
are made within 72 hours aftera1,
entry. More than 75 per cent ofthem are made within 30 days,a;
But there is evidence, too,-7.:
that many slip through. Ant
average of 600 apprehensions a
month is made in Chicago. But
when the Immigration Service
sent in heavy reinforcements
for a one-month test last •
February, the number of apprehensions rose to 1,200.

BOONE'S

THANK YOU! That is what these money
saving coupons are meant to say. We appreciate your business...And remember
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners' high quality
Sanitone Dry Cleaning and fine service
remain the san)e .. Nothing changed but the
price!
NO lim.t net
what you bring
each coupon

"We have had many deaths
(of aliens) train asphyxiation
from being hauled in tank cars,
being sealed in trucks, from being placed in the trunks of automobiles ... without the protection of a legal entry they are at
the mercy of this type of
people."
Last year 3,000 smugglers
were caught and prosecuted.
Gilman was equally critical
of those who hire aliens, say-

Tightened procedures to prevent aliens from obtaining Social Security cards is another
expected change.
The alien problem is not new
- but its present cpensions
are.
In fiscal year 1964 only 41,587
Mexican nationals were picked
up and expelled. In 1965, the
total was 48,948. Then the
figures began to climb: 1966 89,683; in 1967— 107,695; in 1968
— 142,520; in 1969 — 188,572 and
in 1970 — 265.539.
Of the 420,000 intercepted last
fiscal year 348,000 were Mexicans.
Immigration officials say the
sudden spurt was caused by the
end of the bra cero program in
1965 under which an assigned
number of Meslear, orloonals
could be brought into the
United States legally to work on
U.S. farms

All Coupons Good Thru
December 31, 1971

On

PeaPie
At a June 19 hearing in Los
Angeles, he said:

f r

99c

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you hrInv your cleanint.! Ni
Boone's Cleaners

Coupon Good thru
December 31, 1971

Coupon Good thru
December 31, 1971

SAVE
In
your Dry
leaning During
Boone Cleaners
Appreciation

ft

SLACKS
(Men's or Ladies)

SPORT COATS

4:

ea. 69

Sale

Clip

Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.

These

Coupon Good thru
Tlecember 31, 1971

Inflation
Fighter
Coupons
All Coupons Good
December
thru
31 at all Boone's
Cleaners Stores.

•.E100NE's
••
1

fr

BOONE

4

MEN'S SUITS
Reg. 1 1.60
each

ea. 69'
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners,
Coupon Good thru
December 31, 1971

‘=

4BOONE's••
ES PANT SUITS

and PLAIN DRESSES

ea

99'

Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
December 31, 1971

BOONE'S

ea. 1.09
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
December 31, 1971

Available At All
Boone's Cleaners,
LAUNDRY 81 CLEANERS 5
Convenient Locations
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

13th & Main

6th & Poplar
5 Points
Story Me.
603 Main

I'Af.f: TEN

AY
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Sagittarian Sinatra has a temper and a heart

By FRANK STANT0N
Question: "Those rumors
is
Frank Sinatra
.hat
iesperately ill — does his horo-

scope confirm them?"
Answer: Be not dismayed.
According to his stars, Fratuas
Albert Sinatra should still be

around next year. ln fact, we
look for him to take a lively
part in the presidential election, as he has done in the past.

When Mercury I voice, singing) moved to his progressed
Uranus (divorce), Frank
literally divorced himself from

_. . _
*
* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday Evening
CH. 12

v.3

CH. 4
WSM

10, . 00s
611110 Cdcfus Pete
6.25 Weather
6 30 Sherman
7 00 Nail 8 Prof.
7 30 Blackman
8 - 00 Football
11 i20 News
11•30 Judd
12.30 News

400 News
4:30 T.B A
7:00 B.Graham
800 Movie
10:00 News
Tonight
10 .30

CH 5
WLAC
6 30 Dead-Alive
7 00 Gunsmoke
8 00 Lucy
8:30 Doris Day
9.00 3 Sons
9 30 Arnie
10.00 News
10 30 Movie

CH, 8
CH. 6
WKFVS
WPSD
News5
News :30 News
5:30
5:30 StX
6r0U News
6:00 News
6:00 Andy Grit
6.30 Or. Locke
6:30 G. Acres
630 Movie
7,00 Gunsmoke
7:00 Laugh-In
11:00 NFL
8:00 Lucy
8:00 Movie
11:00 News
Doris Day
11:30
10 00 News
Movie
n:30
10.30 Tonight
9,00 My 3 Sons
9:30 Arnie
10:00 News
_10:30 Griffin

,
CH. 29
WDXR
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 79
1:3S Weather
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Creat
10:30 Movie
1200 Sports
,

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday

6 DO mor
8 30 LaLanne
7 00 Today
9-00 The Hour
9 00 Dinah
10:00 USDA
9:30 Concen
Girl
10:30 That
1000 Sale-Cen
11,00 Bewitched
10,30 Squares
11:30 Password
11:00 Jeopardy
12:00 My Child.
11:50 WWW
12,30 Make-Deal
Noon
12:00
100 NewlywedS
--e-inas-eatt Lives
1,30 crati ng
Doctors
1:30
•
2: 00 Gen Hosp.
2:00 An. World
2 30 One Life
2,30 Promise
.
Am
3 00 Love
3:00 Somerset
3 30 Matinee
3130 Virginian
5 00 Cluth Car.
5:00 May berry
5.30 News
5:25 Wea.-Spts.
6:00 Cactus
5:30 News
Squad
0: 30 Mod
600 News
7,30 Movie
6:30 Drummer
9:00 Marcus Welby
Boy
10:00 News
7:00 Bing Crosby
1030 Cavett
11:00 Special
9:00 TBA
9:30 Carol Show
10,00 News
10:30 Tonight
_

/

6:00 Sun. Sem.
4:30 McCOYs
7 .00 Today
5 . 45 Journal
4:30 Break. Show
7:00 Bozo
9 00 Dinah
6:00 News
Romper
7:00 News
1:30
AM
9 30 Concent
6.30 N'Ville
8:00 Kangaroo
7 55 Ki1C.
Korn.
10 00 Sale Cen. 1.9:00 Lucy
9.00 Lucy
1:30 Hillbillies
10:30 Squares
8'00 Kangaroo
9.00 Tell-Truth
11:00 Jeopardy 10,00 Mov.Game 9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Fam. Affair
10:30 That Girl
9:30 T or C
11:30 W-W-W
10:30 Love-Life
11:30
11:55 News
10:00 Fam. Affair
Where Heart
11:00
Bewitched
ii:oo
12:00 News
10:30 Love of Life
11:25 hlows
-11:30 Flipper
11:00 Heart Is
3215 Pastor
Search
Child
11:30
12:00 My
.1131) Search
12:30 Romp.
Pic,
12:30 Make-Deal 12:00 Farm
12,00 Singing Con.
12:55 Calendar
12:05 News
1:00 Newlyweds
1:00 Lives
12,25 News
Weather
12:20
1:30 Dating
1:30 Doctors
12.30 World Turns
12:30 World Turns
2:00 Gen. HOSP
2:00 world
1 ,00 Love Is
Many
1:00 Love
2:30 One Life
2:30 Promise
1,30 Guiding Light
Guiding Light
1:30
3:00 Password
2:00 Secret Storm
3:00 Somerset
Storm
Sec.
'2:00
Am.
Love
3:30
2:30 Edge of Night 3:30 Popeye
2:30 Edge-Night
4:00 Jeannie
Pyle 4:00 Gilligan
3.00 Gomer
4:30 Dan Boone 4:30 Green Acres 3:00 Lassie
350 Gilligan
, 00 Virginian
4
News
5:00
4:00 Movie
5:30 News
5:30 News
5:30 News
4:00 News
5:25 News
4:00 Andy Grit. 6:30 Campbell
6:30 Ironside
6:00 News
5-0
7:30 Hawaii
6:30 Mod Sq.
7:30 Serge
6:30 Campbell
8:30 Cannon
5-0 4:30 Funny Side 7:30 Movie
7:30 Hawaii
Onofrio
Al
9:00 Welby, M.D. 930
9:30 Dragnet
8:30 Cannon
10:00 Takes Thief 1000 News
10:00 News
9:30 NNLAC-TV
10:30 Mery Griffin
11:00 News
1030 Tonight
10:00 News
News
Late
1200,
Calvert
11:30
10:30 Movie
04
_
—.—

10:00 Movie
11:40 people.
11:50 Sew trig
12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3 On A Mat( ,
1:00 Movie
32:0057 News
Movie Gam ,
4:00 Bozo
5:00 Now Expl.
530 Munsters
5:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7,30 Theater 79
935 Weather
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
woo creat. Feai
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sorts

PEANUTS
WiiiLE
WE'RE GOINE, TO
THE
SKATE IN TNE (iiRt5Thlkt
STARS ARE
5i404), WE'VE 60T TO
PRACT1Ci AND PRACTICE 5.711-1AND PRACTICE
OUT?

STOP CNPLAININ6.. bETTIN6
UP EARLY IN NE MORNING
15 600P FOR IfOU

4111
BLONDIE
I DON'T I-IAVE
A SCOWL
ON MY RACE

NOW. GET OUTTA HERE
ANO GET TO
WORK

ACTUALLY•••IF I SMILE
SEPOPE
IT i-ILKRTS NAY FACE

swinger. He must spend many
hours in serious reading.

suspect it has been this way
his singirit; areer. Now this with Frank. Its heartaches
his
nearing
is
same Mercury
were forecast by the fact that
brio chart Uranus. Because Venus (love) was in
brutal c9mercury is co-ruler of his
position to Saturn I disappointastrologer
an
tells
this
alth,
he
ments) when Sinatra was born.
that Frank may be facing some
Sun is in the nineteenth dehis
However,
pressures.
health
of Sagittarius. Al Capcne
gree
unafSun life force) remains
had Sun here, and DilLinger his
flicted.
*net Uranus. People born on
Born Dec. 12, 1915, Sinatra is this day may push sternly
natives of
The
Sagittarian.
a
called ahead, vetoing all opposition.
this Zodiac sign are often
Venus is in Capricorn and is
Archers, and with good reason.
unhappily aspected. Frank has
verbal
with
fly
let
to
tend
They
committed to memory the
arrows, only to regret their acworld's greatest love lyrics, yet
frequent
Frank's
tion later.
we believe he has difficulty in
come
press
arguments with the
expressing his heartfelt emounder this category. His
temper is legendary; so is his tions.
Vital Uranus is in the musical
generosity. The man has a
degree of Aquarius.
twelfth
anoutdoors,
all
as
(wart as big
Those master musicians
other trait of your true SagitHeifetz, Kreisler and Herbert
tartan.
According to Cleveland all had Sun here.
We speculate that Frank's
Amory, Frank's father was a
fireman in Hoboken, N.J. His Moon (women) is in the aggressive seventh degree of
mother was a precinct worker
Pisces, favoring his Saturn.
with a genuine flair for politics.
Elizabeth Taylor has her Sun
Neighbors reported that her
here. These people often storm
skinny son used to lounge
around the front steps of his and bluster, perhaps to overgrandmother's house, day- come their inner feelings of indreaming like any teen-ager. adequacy.
Mighty Jupiter (luck) is adYet before long. he would become the dream hero of count- verse Frank's Sun, from the
less teen-age girls and mature hard-nosed nineteenth degree
women.
of Pisces. This man can be his
After a humble start, when own worst enemy, because he
he sang in roadside taverns, rebuffs people who offer their
Frank soon rnoved za bcti.=-4 •tendship a bii.iierfetiarty.
things. His show business
Plutois in the solar marriage
career has been phenomenal. house. This describes Frank as
At first the press christened a man eternally seeking the
him "The Voice." hater he was perfect mate. When the idol
called "The Swinger" and turns out to be a mere mortal,
-('hairman of the Board." He he is displeased Near Pluto is
became one of the most durable grim Saturn, which is with the
stars in the Hollywood firma- fixed star, Canopus. It is Saturn
ment.
which has denied Sinatra a
In romance, his career has happy married life.
been less satisfying. The scoreIf Neptune governs inspiracard now reads three mar- tion, then its location in early
riages and many love affairs. A Leo tells us Frank is a daring,
true Sagittarian may have de- original thinker.
cidedly mixed emotions about
Mars is the action planet.
marriage. He may crave the Placed late in Leo, it makes a
security and companionship of superb trine aspect to his Sun.
a wife, yet marriage can Prom this, we conclude that
quickly become a prison to the Sinatra is no superficial
freedom-loving Archer. We
,,,,,,

N.

Mercury I voice, communications) will be troubled by
Uranus for two years. During
this period, Frank will be subject to many unusual pressures. Some of them may not
relate to health. His intellect
may veer off on new, untried
paths of thought. He should
avoid extreme language. He
will be restless and long to
travel. He might startle his
fans by expressing some
radical or impractical ideas. In
any case, he faces a period of
true mental and spiritual
growth.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
I Music as
4 written
notice
Paid
6 Haste
11 Nobleman
13 Christian
festival
15
pronoun
16 NI ss
18 Symbol for iron
19 Parent (colloq.)
21 Entrance
22 Silkworm
2 Cronies
C irtm carol
26 (ctit
28 Everyone
29 Growing out of
31 Former
Printes36 sstian ruler
R(mpuals.)
33
measure
34 Male sheep

Trove toed
sloth
4 Caustic
substance
5 Monster
6 Prophetess
7 Dance step
Actual being
9 Latin
COniunction
16 Befoul
12 A continent
(abbr )
14 Domain
Booty
Winglike
174
20
Sun god
243 Hebrew letter
24
Heavenly body
25 Turns around
27
track
30 Send forth
32 Rodents
35 Decayed
37 Walk
unsteacloy

DOBIE QUITS
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (UPI)— •
Dwayne Hickman, the actor*
who played Dobie Gillis on
show 7.
quit
television, has
'
business and joined a Little,
Rock advertising agency. Roth- k
man, Holland and Associates
announced Thursdax that Hickman will be an executive vice.
president in Las Vegas
iZt
A number of North American

animals hibernate during the
cold winter months, such as the
jumping mouse, badger, bat.
woodchuck, chipmunk, bear
and some ground squirrels
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

UMMOB
MUM
OMMOOD DOMOMO
OU 03000M0 MO
UOU 000013 MOO
00E23 GIDU UMUM
MOO= MOM
MOM 000U
OBDO GOMM
CIBMW VRO 0030
OMUI DE1000 000
OB MDOMOOM MO
U100000 00OL ED
0EARS
MEMO
'9

38 Provide
prepare and
serve food
39 Pos tine poles
41 Nar ow opening
43 Wiped out
44 Pre ix' down
46 Near
48 Girl s name

51 Me.ganser
53 Supercilious
person
57 Before
58 Proceed
60 Sum up
62 Brother of
Odin
64 Preposition

40 T
38
ylmcrs
cSaea
ib°uml for
42 Spirited
45 Collection of
ficts
47 Weight of India
49 Withered
50 Small children
52 Electrified
particles
54 Note of scale
55 Man's
me
56 Liquefying
59 A continent
(abbr.)
n000
r
Hono
1 sou
63
hotn
65 Stitched
66 Hebrew month
67 Unusual

60

DOWN
1 Secret agent
2 Surgical saw

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

'3

,,,,,,,

N.

Grand Opening
of
THE PHANTOM

To All W
home m

COME INSIDE,
A FEAST AWA1'
WE WILL TELL

TRIA
7

CHRISTMA
Shapemaker
Phone 753-.:;

Tuesday, December 14, 1971
808 Chestnut Street
Murray

753-6100

Store Hours: 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Until Christmas

— —
Reserve
dining ro
, holiday par
; or night or

TRIAN
7

BEATLE BAILEY

4$44r1,
.1
Ng fir

N'OU'RE LATE BEETLE!'
'42tAft CAP 15 CROOKED!!
YOUR POCKET`5 UNBUTTONED.'.'
N'OU ElAVEN'T &HAVED!!

, 3°4
)r

Be sure
and Register for

4

F.; L
e
Nor,

rstiO
i ^MOS

p

F

Free
Centerpieces
the

914,

1
4 1
/

t2
4, V

TRIAN
I'LL TAKE
SO HARD TO
THE ORANGE-DECIDE -- I'LL TAKE
THE GREEN ONE - --NO,
NO, THE
THE RED ONE - - -NO,
HYELLOW
• THE BROWN ONE - —
, NO, THE PINK
ONE --_____/
--/-

.._..
IT'S

"
1011111

I PITY HER
HOUSE PAINTER
WHEN SHE
GROWS UP)'

75

Large Selection of . .

("N
Lit ABNER
TOOTH IS
RIGHT SiZE,
DUI"
CRITTER
ATTACHED
1911T —

WH
Sausage - 2

To Be Given Away

NANCY

Orde
Dec.

Wf cows
EvEt.i
/ R..)M
,
GIT iT Awn
HIM,WE CO( _h_DN'

CARRY IT —

/

1

,

i

* Artificial & Dried Flowers
* Pine Ring
* Christmas Candleholders
* Christmas Centerpieces
* Garlands
* Mistletoe
* Boxwood Balls
* Candles
* Angle Chimes
* Door Wreaths
* Candlelabras

„..e,.....s..wcwi0.-ritasirdr9S-A•111wOrrcis.s2r/rdintS.

(Selection of Plants)
* Imported Dried Flowers
* Babies Breath
* Eucalyptus
* Styrofoam
* Ferns
* Miniature Poinsettias
* Various Fruits

47'2

/,

Wide Selection of Vases
Select your own choice of flowers
and fillers for arrangements and let
our designer arrange them for you.
--csrectsi-c-Lecsed-

,,,,,,

dBER 13, 1971
Ark.(UPI)1, the actor
tie Gillis Of
quit show
.ned a Little 11
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i 753C1911
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rth American
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badger, bat
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NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

AUCTION SALE

MF'A INSURANCE Company has
an insurance policy for your
every need, Auto, homeowner,
renters, homeowners, fire,
mobile homeowners, life, mortgage protection, hospitalization
and auto financing. Why not call
or see Doug Willoughby at 506
Main Street. Phone 753-1222. D13P

MOM
0111113130
MIETI
OMB
UMW!
131111Z111
0012
A 030
GIME)

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart-,
ments, South 16th Street, phone
753-8609.
D14C

:s

Meganser
Supercilious
person
Before
Proceed
Sum up
Brother of
Odin
Preposition

TWO BEDROOM furnished
trailer at University Heights
Mobile Homes. Carpeted, color
television, electric heat, deposit
and references required. Phone
753-5191 days or 753-7358 after
51uOp.
.wm.
TFC
TWO APARTMENTS, furnished
for four boys or four girls. Water
furnished.
Available
immediately. Phone 753-9741. D16C
EXTRA NICE one bedroom
furnished apartment, /
1
2 block
from college. Couples only. No
pets. Electric heat and air conditioner. Phone 753-9135 or 7534478.
D15C

SHARE MY HOME.
INTHE COUNTRY
Want good natured,
honest people
Reasonable Rates
Call

eireeinbestwc5tet

ii

AUCTION SALE

aturtiay, December 18th. 10 a.m., rain or shine at the
former home of the late Mr. E.S. Diuguid, 601 West Main
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Mrs. Charlotte Kirk Whitnell, Executrix of the late Mrs.
Katherine Diuguid Kirk's estate, will offer for sale, to settle
the estate, the antique furnishings, some used pryor to and
since the completion of the beautiful home in 1895 which
included bedroom suite, wash stand, and dresser, marble
top, secretary, a desk Dr. Taylor (a member of the family)
used, gateleg table, (6 leg), small tables, book case, three
sections, some books, hall tree, love seat matching chairs,
rocker, (all real nice) solid wood, six real large picture
frames, some small, outstanding mirrors, wicker chair and
clock.
Following unusual as to quality and quantity, real old
sterling silve: flatware, tray, platter and cruits and wine
cups, painted china,set and odd pieces, real nice, three piece_
carving set, pewter, brass and many decorative items.
Miscellaneous: Two TVs, end tables, chests, one cedar,
trunk, clock and boxes of brie brac and desirable items.

In Charge of Sale
Fur information dial Murray, Kentucky,
753-3375.

SERVICES OFFERED

%VIII. DO house painting, interior
or exterior, professional ex- BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
perience. Fully equipped to do also bank gravel, fill dirt and
any job. Guaranteed satisfaction. topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
TFC
489-2287.
D15C

.
4A

Lot Yo4ir Home

30' x 50' BUILDING with air
compressor and auto hoist.
Located at 4th and Pine. Extra
large lot. Phone 753-3018. DISC

N
FREE!

All Wednesday serving
home made ice cream.

ITo

L TRIANGLE INN
7534953

CHRISTMAS? WHY not a
Shapemakers Gift Certificate
Phone 753-2962.
D3ONC

TRIANGLE INN
753 4953

rc. Dec. 20, Here In Time tor Christmas!m

753 4953

Evening

FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

enas

TRIANGLE INN

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
and 7:00 p.m. In The

Till Christmas

Main

Sausage - 2 eggs, jelly. 6.59

Call

Sunday Afternoons

MONTGOMERY WARDSX
.304
SALE AGENCY
r
Items In Store
)4 •
TOYS
10%
ft Ordered Before ;i
REDUCED
WHY COOK?

Miss Your Paper

that is really "Cool"?
Visit The
Open

Reserve one of our back/
your
dining rooms for
holiday party. Morning, noon
or night or in between.

If You

Are you looking for a
Gift for a Teenager

BLUE MARLIN
CLUB
Wed. Night
THE MEN-SAY-SHUNS

8-12

17 2 -ltp

If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr at the above
number during the hours
listed

I

NICE TWO bedroom mobile
home on 641, two miles south of
Murray. Electric heat. Water
furnished. Phone 753-4645 after
4:00 p.m. or anytime Saturday.
D13C
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wall
to wall carpet with central heat
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone
753-7850.
TFC

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round
Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
anti

Pest Control
LOU S. 13th Street

Phone 753 3914 Day or tiite

Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
r Member Chamber of Commerce
401.4

FOUR ROOM furnished apartment, carpeted electric heat air
conditioned. Available January
4th.$100.00 per month. Phone 753FOR ALL your home additions, SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
E425 days or 753-5962 nights. D13C
alterations, remodeling, etc. hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753Take Along A Sack Full
Free Estimates. Phone 7535933.
TFC
FURNISHE
D HOUSE for 4 or 5 6123.
Country Ham On A Biscuit
TFC
college students. 320 Woodlawn
1.25 or 4 for 3.89
BACKHOE OR dozer services.
Ave.Phone 753-3040.
D13P HARRY'S
ELECTRIC
TRIANGLE INN
& Expert work. Reasonable. Phone
TFC
Maintenance. No job is too small. 753-9807.
SEVEN ROOM furnished house,
Reasonable
rates.
1108
ELEXTROLUX SALES & Ser- available now. Near Universit),
CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
Sycamore. phone 753vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. Carpeted and air conditioned
2967.
January 11NC1 Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- $125.00 per month. Phone 753-6425
489-7295.
J12C
mington, Kentucky.
DIN_
TFC clays or 753-5962 nights.
We Push Vegetable Plates
69 cents
(3 veg.
iHere or goi

TRIANGLE INN

ROOM WITH private entrance,
within walking distance of
university. Phone 753-1387. D17C
NOW AVAILABLE-new fur
nished apartment, near campus
Phone 753-1817 after 5:00 p.m
DI4C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Call at

I

Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th St
Murray, Ky.

1967 TWO BEDROOM 12'x60'
mobile home, lived in 1k.2 years.
Excellent condition. Phone 7537484 after 4:30p.m.
D15NC

THE IDEAL Christmas present.
miniature brown AKC registered
Poodles. One male, one female.
Will be available for Christmas.
Phone 753-9263.
D20C

COMMERCIAL SWEEPER,
tennant power sweeper model 75.
Ideal for shopping center and
parking lots. $550.00. Phone 7539807.
D13C
CHRISTMAS PUPPIES! Choose
yours now, will hold. Registered
St. Bernards. Great with
children. Reasonable, terms.
Melody-Ayre
Kennels,
Buchanan, Tennessee, phone 901247-3345.
D13C

Christmas
Trees
Flocked
and
Regular
Trees

- DIRECT SERVICE

LOUISVILLE, KY.
Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO Ph. 436-5332

CALL

753-6350
ORDER NOW!

Ghndel Reaves
Mile on Lynn
Grove Highway
12

AUTOS FOR SALE

DON'T MERELY brighten
carpets...Blue Lustre them. no
rapid moiling. Rent shampooer
$1. Murray Home & Auto
Store.
,D18
A GOOD buy... give it a try. Blue
Lustre America's favorite carpet
shampoo. Big K.
DISC
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. D15C
WELL KEPT carpets show the
results of regular Blue Lustre
spot cleaning. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Begley's Drug
Store.
DISC
HOSPITAL BEDS, $24.95,
Simmons beds with springs.
Twin size, $6.00. Bunk beds,
$14.88. Country Boy Stores, the
Army Surplus Folks, 9 miles
from Hopkinsville, Junction
Kentucky 117 and Kentucky
164.
DISC

MARX ELECTRIC dune buggy,
rechargeable, like new. $15.00.
Good iron bedstead, $3.00. Phone
753-5145,
DISC

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
for someone who would like to go
in business for himself. Grocery.,
store with living quarters. Has
good volume of business, still
CARD OF THANKS
growing Situated in the south
part of Graves County. Owner is We would like to express our
leaving the state. For more in- sincere gratitude for the conformation phone Boyd Majors solation you gave us in our
Real Estate, Mayfield, Kentucky bereavement during the death of
247-7979.
' our husband and father.

•

DITCHING MACHINE; small
four wheel drive, will dig 3' deep.
$950.00. Phone 753-9807.
D13C

Murray, Ky.

NEW GIRL'S roadmaster
bicycle. Phone 492-8569.
DI5P

These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing around
bottom of mobile homes
to keep out the wind
and snow, and for many
other uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.
25 each

SPID11111
Are Poison

ROAC MU s
Carry C.:errns

TWO BEDROOM brick duplex
with air conditioning, electric
heat, ceramic tile bath with
shower.$100.00 per month. Phone
753-6931.
D15C

Aluminum
Plates
23-1/16X35"
.009 Thick

14
0
4111 lill le'
h
•...,IL ...-- ---i
'

Mrs. Connie Lampe
436-2173

SALES Lin SERVICE
8-Track Tape Players
LEACH'S MUSIC &
Center.

Douglas Shoemaker

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

1969 TRIUMPH T1OOR
PHILCO 16" portable color.
motorcycle. Good condition, television with stand, one year:
modified. $450.00. Phone 753old. AM-FM stereo, two years •
'7770.
D14C old. Girl's 26" Schwinn bicycle.
Maytag automatic washer. Old
The Lynnville Shoe Store has hand crank victrola cabinet,
done it agriin. They are over- Royal office typewriter. Twin
stocked with ladies boots. They size box springs and mattress. All
have the latest suede granny in excellent condition. Phone 437boots in navy, brown and black. 4169.
1)14C
They also have the latest stretch
boots. They have the latest)
holiday boot in gold and silver
and the little girl's granny boot in
any color. Lynnville Shoe Store,
Sam Perry owner. Open five days
TV
'per week 8:30 till 6:00, Saturday
Dixieland
Shop_pq
8:30 till 500,Sunday 1:00 p.m. till
6:00.
ULEANINGEST
CARPET
Cleaner you ever used, so easy
too. Get Blue Lustre. Rent new
electric shampooer $1. Western
Auto, Home of "The Wishing
Well".
D15C

ESTATE AUCTION SALE

FOR RENT

IINZI
0013E10
1:11M3E1

). M

753-1
•
Cali916•
•
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HELP WANTED

PLANNED
PROMOTIONAL
OPPORTUNITY
This

position offers a
opportunity througli
planned ads ancement ts
management levels and
higher earnings
Applicants should have some
college training or a high
school
diploma
ssith
business experien( e
Applicants must tup,e good
driving record.
We offer a good starting
salary, plus liberal employee benefits.
For an interview appointment, call or write to:
MR.C. P. WILLIAMS'
rerr

C.I.T. FINANCIAL
SERVICES
Southside Shopping
Ctr. 753-6702
An Equal Opportunity
Employer
OFFICE HELP; receptionist
clerk and general office work.
Send written resume to P.O. Box
32-A, Murray,Kentucky.
D15C
MALE HELP wanted, day shift,
10:00 till 5:00 p.m. Apply in
person to Long John Silver's,
South 12th Street from 2:00 till
5:00p.m.
DISC
TRUCK DRIVERS (Experience
not necessary) To train for local
and over-the -road hauling Can
earn up to $5.16 per hour after
short training. For application,
call 606-299-6912 from 9 A.M. to 7
P.M. or write NATION WIDE
SEMI DIVISION, 171 New Circle
Road, N.E., Lexington, Kentucky
40505.
DISC

1971 DATSUN, 1200 coupe, dark
green, air conditioner and mag
wheels. 7,000 miles. Phone 753- ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER;
skill saw; reel to reel tape deck;
8045 after 4:00 p.m.
D20C fold up roll-a-way ping pong
table; electric dog clippers.
Your prayers and words of
D14C
SMALL FARM. good location, sympathy were greatly ap- 1964 DODGE DART convertible, Phone 753-4783.
business or future investment preciated, for the flowers, food, 6 cylinder, excellent condition.
AN OHIO oil compluity offers
One mile
East Murray, ap- and every act of kindness we are $500.00. Phone 436-2261.
D14C
opportunity for high income plus
proximately 10 acres pasture deeply grateful
regular cash bonuses, convention
Hog wire fencing, stables, water
PROTECTORS
trips and abundant fringe
The
Family
of
Orin
1965 FORD, 2 door, standard
Cozy older
Shirley
7 room house, Cbrisma n
benefits to mature man in
modern. For appointment call
Garden Center
Murray area. Regardless of
ITC transmission Reasonable price.
Phone 753-6785.
436-2173.
506 N. 4th
TFC
D13C
experience, air mail D.K. Read,
Pres., American Lubricants Co.,
1969
AVOCADO
Kenmore Box 696,Dayton,Ohio 45401. D16P
IAST & FOUND
Real Pit Bar-B-Q
r
"1
washer, like new. $125.00. Phone
u 5 Prime
I
1
Sirloin Special
Sandwiches it 601
753-9456.
LOST: WHITE Pointer, female I
I
T 1,es
Wed
WANTED BARYSITTER for one.
Dinners 191.151
bird dog. Wearing collar with I Boneless Complete Dinner 1
LADLE'S GRAPE wool coat, size child begtnning January 4. 11:30
I
I
Si 79 8 S2 49
or by the lb. 162.251
Jackie Newberry's name $100.00 1
I
10, worn twice, ki price 1505 to 4:30. Must furnish own tranI
Reward. Phone Earl Steele, 753- •
TRIANGLE INN
TRIANGLE INN
sportation. Phone 753-597/ after
Glendale Road, phone 7535082.
DISC
3512.
D23C
DISC 4:30pm

ROSE

I
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Black Students
Plan Boycott,
Murray State

THE LEDGER & TIMEs —

RELIC7ION

\11

RKAY, KENTUCKY

Nixon...

1971

Captive of Tupamaros
finds solace in Bible

(Continued from Page 1)

MONDAY—DECEMBER 13, 1971

Murray High NFL
Attends Tourney

Gerald Owen
Completes
Bible Course

Calloway Native
Claimed By Death

The MUFfri
High School
Mrs Mary E. Bell, native of
-Anything important pretty
N.F.L. traveled to Union County
Calloway
County, died Thursday
well has to be talked about
High
School,
at her residence, 1010 North 7th
Saturday,
biack students at Murray State
behind closed doors," Nixon
December 11, Coaches Ron and
Street, Paducah. She was 80
University will boycott classes at
told newsmen Sunday night as Mary Beshear
announced
years of age and the widow of
that
the University on Tuesday,
he flew 2,000 miles across the they were
pleased with the ex- Gerald S. Owen,a native of the Hart Bell.
Atlantic to this picturesque
December 14, according to Anita
cellent showing the students% Hazel community, will be among Survivors are one son, Rex Bell
Jackson, student from Murray
provided him during his cap- project for a private American voicnic island.
made.
By
CLAIRE
company
the members of the largest of Paducah; two daughters, Mrs
under
COX
contract
tivity.
to
Nixon
and a member of the Board of
Welcomed
the
Students receiving top honors graduating class in the history of Ethel Rodfus and Mrs. Letha
Copley
News
Uruguayan
Service
government.
English
"Today's
His
It was
Nixon was cheered by AmeiDirectors for the Black Student
New assignment was to help set up can servicemen and their for the club were Paula Parker, Mid-Continent Baptist Bible Wallace, both of Paducah; three
the
of
Version
Union at Murray State.
NEW YORK — What single Testament," published by the an equitable taxation system families when his blue, white placing first in dramatic interp; College, Mayfield, Kentucky. brothers, John Green of EvanThe boycott will be made
Val Harrisson, placing 2nd in Owen, who has served
book would you want to have American Bible Society in for the country's farmlands
as pastor sville, Ind., Lanza Green of
because of the actions taken by
and silver jetliner, "Spirit of prose;
with you if you were stranded language easy for a child to based on the productivity of
Jana Jones, placing first of the New Mount Carmel Baptist Paducah, and Leonard Green of
the Administration at the
76," touched down on the
on a desert island?
in
storytelling;
Martha Church and the Sugar Creek Granite City, Ill.; two sisters,
understand. The volume is individual farms.
University against four black
runway at Lajes Air Force
Dr. Claude L. Fly, 66, found popularly known as "Good
McKinney, placing third in Church, both in Calloway County, Mrs. Anna May Starks and Mrs.
Fly had scarcely gotten the
Base, which has been leased
students who are being brought his answer
in the Bible when he News for Modern Man," and to project under way when he was
oratory; Becky Sims, placing is also a graduate of Murray Emma McNutt, both of Paducah;
before the judiciary committee was held in solitary
from Portugal since World War third
conin discussion; Lezlee State University.
it was good news indeed to snatched from his desk and 111
twelve grandchildren; twentywhen
served
due to an incident that happened finement for most of his seven Fly
it
as a refueling
hauled away in a gunnysack to
Bartholomy, placing fourth in He will stand with the 1971 class two great grandchildren; three
have it to read.
for
on Homecoming Day, Miss months as a captive of the
stop
heavy
bombers.
Fly, whose lifelong favorite spend 208 days in a series of
humorous interp; Laurie Beatty, at 10:00 a.m. Wednesday, nieces; three nephews.
Jackson said.
He saw a sign put up by a
Tupamaro rebels in Uruguay. has been the King James dungeons. His release, along
placing fourth in discussion; and December 15, to receive the A.B. Funeral services were held
Navy
the students are being charged
group
of
wives
which Rhonda
Having been a devoted
Version, plunged into the with that of a doctor who had
Garland, placing fourth degree with a major in Bible. Dr. Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the Lindwith forcibly entering the Alumni Scripture reader since his volume with enthusiasm. He been kidnaped to treat him, said:
in poetry.
H. Franklin Paschall, pastor of sey Funeral Chapel, Paducah,
"Welcome to the Azores."
dinner, using profane language, childhood on an Oklahoma did not just read the Scriptures. finally came after he suffered a
Students receiving superiors the Nashville, Tennessee, First with Rev. John W. Kloss ofand refusing to leave the dinner, farm, Fly beseeched his He studied them, underlining severe heart attack.
always
are
"We
proud of our were
Larry Robinson, Jan Baptist Church, will deliver the ficiating. Burial was in the Oak
according to Miss Jackson. The captors for days to bring him a
service people abroad, and we
passages that had special
Baggett, Cheryl Brown, Harrell commencement address. The Grove Cemetery there.
long
the
in
But
days
and
Bible to help get him through
students were taken before City
know they are well received in
meaning for him in his dank nights between
his capture and
Bramley, Steve Beatty, and the ceremony will be held at the
Judge Don Overbey and charges his ordeal. Finally they
cage in a cellar somewhere in release, Fly kept himself going the Azores," Nixon said. He
duet acting teams of Dave Mayfield First Baptist Church,
produced
one
for
Montevideo,
him,
and
probably
against them were dropped.
the vicinity of
through prayer and Bible noted that his daughter, Julie Garrisson and Barbara Howard,
and will be followed by a
he compiled his own Christian's reading, and working
Since this time the University stolen, as he also suspected
on his Eisenhower, is a Navy wife, and Debi Shinners and Lezlee reception
Checkbook, a list of 90 things a
for graduates on the
Administration has decided to were the food and drink
husband,
because
her
David,
is Bartholomy.
check list, which he hopes to
Christian should do and 70 he
school campus.
take action of its own, Miss
have published and widely an ensign on active duty.
Students receiving excellents
should not do, as set forth in the distributed.
The graduation service is open
Jackson said.
"Congratulations on the Con- were Teri Stephenson and Keith to the interested public. Owen, Mrs.
New Testament.
Eva Clark, sister of Mrs.
He quotes from memory the
corde," Nixon told Pompidou in Fan-el.
whose parents live in Hazel, is Lucie Lee of Murray, died
With pencils and scraps of passages that gave him the
reference to the British-French The club is now making plans also an instructor at the Mayfield Saturday
Husband Of Local Girl
at the Paducah Expaper begged from his jailers, most sustenance. One was supersonic jettiner
Pompidou for its annual "Celebration of school, which is operated by area tendicare, St*
Sli-)%eara iA
Fly worked over his project Romans 8:28-i1A4 setes:"'`7,3s tasest Tar his
IY,OffrwiltiortszteL.
Communicatio
ir
trip to this
Baptist associations for 'the age and a resident of Paducah
under the faint glimmer of a 40- "For I am certain that nothing
picturesque
Febroary.
island
in
the
training
of
Southern
PENSACOLA, Fla. —Navy
Bz.-ptrist Rutete Two.
liattlignt bulb, jotting down a can separate us from His love:
Atlantic.
ministers
Seaman Bruce D. Wolfe, husband
Funeral services are being held
By United Press International check list including such ad- neither death nor life; neither
Nixon was blocked by Con- Christmas Tree Buyers
of the former Miss Glenda M.
today at two p.m. at
the
A wintry storm, packing monitions to the Christian as to the present nor the future; gress in his effort to build a
Pace of Murray, is in training at
Palestine United Methodist
snow and icy temperatures, "love not only his brother but neither the world above nor the U.S. government-subsidized
Urged To Make Purchase
the Naval Communications
Church in McCracken County
continued to grip the West also his enemy," "forgive any world below — there is nothing
T.
Training Center, Pensacola, Fla.
who may have trespassed or in all creation that will ever be
with Rev. Charles Dancy, Rev
today, where it has already
Nixon traveled by helicopter
Bill Cherry president of the
offended, admit freely his own able to separate us from the
Wolfe will undergo 18 weeks of
Hoyt Owen, and Rev. Herman
been blamed for one death.
wrongs, besging forgiveness love of God which is ours from Lajes Air Force Base, Murray Optimist Club, has anbasic and advanced training in
Ctliate officiating Bawial.wIll be
(Coutinuedtramampki-N.
or
Mrs. Wilma Ruth Lindsey, 26, and be at peace with
all men." through Christ Jesus our where he spent 'the night, to nounced that persons planning to
sophisticated electronic comin the church cemetery.
Baker's.
Rang
Mrs.
is
the
of
wife
Emmett, Idaho, was found
Angra, the island capital. The purchase a Christmas tree from
After each item he drew
munication techniques, including
Charles Rang, English professor Survivors include her husband.
Sunday sitting barefoot and three squares in which to incoding and decoding messages
There is another passage he flight took about twice as long the Optimists this year should do at Murray
State University. Mr. Gaylon R. Clark; two sons, W
frostbitten in the middle of a dicate "often do," "sometimes
as
necessary
soon.
to permit him to so
find teletype operation.
recalls vividly — Hebrews
Mrs.
and
Rang
are residents of Wendelle of Memphis, Tenn., and
high' mountain road about 64 do," or "not -doing."
take a close look at the cliff- "We still have many fine trees
12:5:
He is a 1967graduate of Mount
Lendelle of Harriman, Tenn.,
Murray.
miles east,
Boise,
of
Idaho.
The
Difficult as it was, Fly said in
available," Cherry said, "but
"Have you forgotten the lined coastline.
Vernon High School, Vernon, Ill.
two daughters, Mrs. J. B. Bolte of
woman, though suffering from an interview, he learned to encouraging words
Pompidou
they
are moving along better
Amused
which God
David Tucker, a freshman Paducah and Mrs. Albert
exposure, was ((live.
But practice these and other speaks to you as His sons? 'My
The President was accompa- than in past years."
authorities found the body of precepts in his relationships son, pay attention when the nied by
music
major from Mayfield, Bradley of Reidland; four
"The Optimist Club wishes to
Secretary of State
brothers, Ott, Hollis, Taylor, and
her 8-month-old son, Andrew, with his jailers, who had kid- Lord punishes you, and do not William
P. Rogers, Treasury thank all of the people who have studies trumpet with Dr Richard Ovie
Jones,sill of Paducah area;
Farrell. He will be performing
under a layer of snow about 200 naped him because they be discouraged when He Secretary John B. Connally
and thus far purchased trees and
four sisters, Mrs. Lee of Murray,
yards from where she was thought he was an agent of the rebukes you. For the Lord Ambassador-at-Large
enabled the Optimist to help Vincent Bach's Hungarian Mrs.
David
Varnie Adams and Mrs.
found. Her other son, Matthew, U. S. Central Intelligence punishes everyone He loves.'" Kennedy, a key negotiator.
support many activities for the Melodies for trumpet, and will be
Lillie Hughes of Paducah Route
accompanied
3, was found in her stranded Agency.
by
Mrs
Marie
Fly commented that "I didn't
It appeared economic rela- youth of our community," Cherry
It took weeks of patient
Taylor on Thursday evening's Two, and Mrs. Ethic Joyce of
Volkswagen about two miles
know whether this was for me tions would produce the tough- added.
The Murray High School away, cold
argument
before
Fly
was
able
Dycusburg, Tenn.; thirteen
program.
but otherwise
or not, but under the cir- est talk in the two meetings
Choral Students, under the uninjured.
to convince his captors that he
grandchildren; sixteen great
The
public
is
invited
and
no
cumstances
in
the
LYDIAN
prison,
CLASS
scheduled
I
today
and
the third
direction of Mrs. John Bowker, Heavy snow warnings were in was nothing more than an
1.1 grandchildren.
could almost see that it was for on Tuesday. But Nixon also was The Lydian Sunday School of admission will be charged.
will present a Christmas concert effect today for northeastern agricultural consultant,
the
First
Baptist
Church
reported
will
particularly
anxious
to
working
on a U. S.-funded
on Thursday, December 16, at Nevada and northern Utah and
TAPPAN WIVES
He cited another verse in his discuss with Pompidou the have its Christmas dinner at the The
7130 p.m in the Murray Middle travelers' warnings were in
Tappan Wives will have
tattered paperback Bible that latest developments in the Holiday Inn on Tuesday,
BETHANY CLASS
School auditorium.
their Christmas party at the
effect for moat of the remaingave him strength. This also
The Bethany Sunday School of
-Pakistan War with spa. December 14, at 6.30 p.m. Mrs. Southside
Two large choral groups will be der of the Rockies and plateau
Restaurant
on the First Baptist Church
was in Hebrews — the sixth
oncern for what role the Edgar Pride will give the
will
featured plus soloists and the regions.
verse of the 13th chapter: "Let Soviet Union might take.
devotion and Miss Peggy Visher Tuesday, December 14, at 6:30 have a potluck dinner at the
p.m.
girls madrigal group.
Two
dollar
gifts
us
be bold, then, and say, 'The
will be church fellowship hall
temperatures NEW YORK ( UPI 1—Stocks
Sub-zero
Nixon and Pompidou began will sing Christmas carols and
at 6-30
The public is cordially invited reigned from the northern
exchanged. Hostesses will be p.m.
on Tuesday, December 14
opened higher in moderate Lord is my helper, I will not be their talks in an ornate red play the accordian.
Group Mrs.
to attend this program of Rockies to the Upper MississipJohn
R.
afraid'
What
can
Farrell,
man
do
to
Mrs.
Edwin
velvet walled salon, seated side captains are in charge of
Husbands of the members will be
trading today.
Christmas choral music and pi Valley and four inches of
Greenfield, and Mrs. Ben guests.
by side on a wine-colored satin arrangements.
Shortly after the opening, the
there is no charge for admission. snow buried Ely, Mont., in six
Grogan.
brocade sofa. Crystal chandeDow Jones industrial average
hours Sundah night.
liers hanging from high ceilings
was up 1.02 at 857.77. Advances
Paradise
valley
on
Mt. topped declines, 191 to 89
were brightly lit.
Area Rainier, Wash.,
reported 131 among the 381 issues crossir..
As photographers were herdinches of snow on the ground. the tape
ed in at the start of the session,
Kentucky burley sales last week and so far this season,
(Continued from Page 11
to unofficial
Paradise Valley has got 299
Nixon smiled and Pompidou
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*Market has mnisten t I y 11544J h ,gh4r poundage figures
then officially reported to the U S. Department
blished Sunday. Temperatures its group. So did Bethlehem at faculties of several universities 1,875 miles in less than half the
Boars 11.00-12.50
in the area remained in the 60s 277,a.
in the Nashville area, including time it took Nixon to fly the
EASTERN STAR
and low 70s early today.
the faculty of the Sewanee slightly longer distance from
Murray Star Chapter No. 443
Early morning temperatures In the autos, Chrysler added Summer Music Festival.
Washington. The Concorde was
Order of the Eastern Star will ranged from 6 below zero at IS to 28%. White Motor rose L1 Shahan joined
the Murray parked on the Lajes airstrip but
hold its regular meeting and a both Alexandria and Hibbing, to 24, General Motors L4 to State faculty in
1956 and was Nixon did not elect to inspect it.
potluck supper at the Masonic Minn., to 75 at both Homestead 78%. American Motors was named to his present
post in 1970.
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